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In this work we study first handover prediction in non-geostationary mobile
satellite networks. The ultimate choice of the transition path depends on UT
position and signal strength. We investigate the procedure of beam monitoring
and propose UT maximum residence as the criterion for path selection.
The UT must operate both in full- and half- duplex mode, the latter being de-
sirable when power limitations are imposed. We propose a scheme that achieves
this goal and guarantees efficient diversity provision. Constant delay contours
on the earth surface are defined. The problem of reliable time delay acquisition
is addressed, in case synchronization is lost. The SBS solves that either by using
the known estimate of UT position or by requesting a measurement report by
the UT.
The problem of channel allocation appears in cellular networks of every kind.
Calls arising in the cell overlap area have access to channels of more than one base
station and may choose which base station they will use to establish connection.
In that case the problems of base station and channel assignment arise jointly.
We address the problem in a linear cellular network and aim at the minimum
number of utilized channels. We present two algorithms: The first one expands
Load Balancing in clique populations and is Sequential Clique Load Balancing
(SCLB). The second one is named Clique Load Balancing with Inverse Water-
Filling (CLB-IWF). In a dynamic environment, we unify SCLB and CLB-IWF
into CLB-DA, which comprises Dynamic Allocation. CLB-DA is compared with
Least Loaded Routing (LLR) policy and with Random Routing policy. We finally
deduce that at light loads CLB-DA outperforms LLR, attaining smaller blocking
probability, whereas at heavier loads all three policies converge.
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Chapter 1
Mobile Satellite systems for Personal
Communications
1.1 Introduction
The tremendous growth of cellular telephone networks has demonstrated the
demand for personal communications. The need for a broad range of telecom-
munication services (voice, data or image transmission) is growing and wire-
less access solutions are very appealing, since they provide users with mobility.
The challenge lies in designing and implementing an efficient, low cost, personal
communication service. Mobile satellite communication for commercial users is
rapidly evolving towards Personal Communication Services (PCS) systems, ca-
pable of providing basic telephone, fax and data services essentially anywhere on
the globe, at a per-minute cost which will be as little as three to four times as
that of a regular wireless cellular service. Satellite systems offer the capability to
provide location-insensitive, switched, broadband service, extending the reach of
networks and applications anywhere on earth. To ensure seamless compatibility
with those networks, a satellite system must be designed with the same essential
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characteristics as fiber networks, namely broadband channels, low error rates
and low delays.
1.1.1 Geostationary and non-Geostationary Satellite sys-
tems
Satellite systems can be classified in two categories: Geostationary and Non-
geostationary Earth Orbit satellite systems. A geostationary orbit is a circular
orbit in the equatorial plane with an orbital period equal to that of the Earth,
which is achieved at an orbital height of 35786km. A satellite in a geostationary
orbit will appear fixed above the surface of the earth. The footprint or service
area of a geostationary satellite covers almost 1/3 of the earth’s surface, so that
near-global coverage can be achieved with a minimum of three satellites in or-
bit. At this height, communications through a GEO satellite entail a round-trip
transmission delay of at least 250msec. This GEO latency is the source of the
annoying delay in many intercontinental phone calls. What can be an inconve-
nience on voice transmissions, however, can be implausible in real-time applica-
tions such as video-conferencing, as well as many standard data protocols-even
the protocols underlying the Internet. Advanced digital broadband networks
will be packet-switched networks, in which voice, video and data are all packets
of digitized bits. It is not feasible to separate out applications that can tolerate
delay from those that cannot. As a result, the network has to be designed for
the most demanding application.
Non-geostationary satellite systems appear as an attractive solution to pro-
vide global coverage and ensure reliable communication for the most demanding
applications. Two categories of orbits have been envisaged : Low Earth Orbit
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(LEO) at an altitude of about 1,000 km and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) at an
altitude of about 10,000 km Subject to such orbits, the satellite moves continu-
ously relative to the earth surface. Permanent global communications entail the
use of several satellites, organized in constellations, with several satellites per
orbit plane and several orbit planes per constellation. The traffic generated by
a User Terminal (UT) is then supported by satellites successively passing over
the service zone, and must be handed over from one satellite to the next.
1.1.2 Low Earth Orbit Satellite Systems
LEOs are either elliptical or (more usual) circular orbits at a height of less than
2, 000km above the surface of the earth. The orbit period at these altitudes
varies between 90 minutes and two hours. The radius of the footprint of a
LEO communications satellite varies from 3000 to 4000km. The maximum time
during which a LEO satellite is above the local horizon for an observer on the
earth is up to 20 minutes. A global LEO system requires a large number of
satellites, in a number of different, inclined, orbits. When a satellite serving
a particular user moves below the local horizon, it needs to be able to hand
over the service to a succeeding one in the same or adjacent orbit. Due to the
relatively large movement of a satellite in LEO with respect to an observer on
the earth, satellite systems using this type of orbit need to be able to cope with
large Doppler shifts. Satellites in LEO are also affected by atmospheric drag
which causes the orbit to gradually deteriorate. However, LEO satellites offer
the following advantages over other satellite systems:
• Global coverage provision.
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• Multiple LEO satellite launches, due to small size of satellites.
• Reduced on-board and on-earth power requirements.
• Utilization of lightweight low power radio telephones with small low-profile
antennas.
• Minimization of impact of time delay.
LEO satellite systems can alternatively be classified as follows:
• Little LEO : Orbcomm, VITA
• Big LEO : Iridium, Globalstar, ICO
• Broadband LEO : Teledesic
1.2 Big and Broadband LEO Mobile Satellite
Systems
1.2.1 Iridium
From a technical standpoint, the Iridium LEO satellite system, proposed by Mo-
torola and currently constructed by that company in conjuction with Lockheed
Martin, Raytheon and other contractors is one of the most ambitious systems.
The system is being purchased and operated by a separate company (Iridium,
Inc.), which has secured investment from many parts of the world.
The design deploys 66 satellites, placed in circular polar orbits at 750km
altitude. The satellites are deployed into six equispaced orbital planes, with 11
satellites equally separated around each plane. Satellites in adjacent planes are
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staggered with respect to each other to maximize their coverage at the equator,
where a user may be required to access a satellite that is as low as 10o above
the horizon. LEO coverage is viewed as one offering low path delays and global
coverage.
The system utilizes GSM-based telephony architecture and a geographically-
controlled system access to the satellite. Eight users share 45msec transmit and
45msec receive frames, in channels that have a bandwidth of 31.5kHz and are
spaced 41.67kHz. In other words, users are synchronized, so that they transmit
and receive in the same time windows alternately.
The Iridium system requires on-board processing to demodulate each arriving
TDMA burst, and retransmit it to its next destination. If a Gateway Earth
Station (GES) is in view, this can be accomplished on ground, otherwise it takes
place on one of the following four nearest satellites: the one ahead or behind in
the same orbital plane, or the nearest in either orbital plane to the east or west.
The Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs) operate at 23 GHz, while links to the Gateway
Earth stations are at 20 GHz. The utilization of ISLs greatly complicates system
design, but allows global service provision with a small number of GESs and
also gives more flexibility. A call can be routed within the satellite network
and connected to any mobile located anywhere, or it can be connected to the
public network through any GES. To properly route the traffic, each satellite
must carry a set of stored routing tables from which new routing instructions
are called every 2.5 minutes.
Provided services include voice and data at 2.4kb/sec and High Penetration
paging, which affords 11dB more power than the regular signal. The design,
however, already provides a link margin (16dB), which is higher than any of the
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competing systems. This is because Motorola required that the hand-held unit
be usable from inside a vehicle, which in turn was dictated by the business plan,
which depends heavily on serving international business travelers.
One of the complicating aspects of the Iridium system is the need to hand
off a subscriber from beam to beam. Since a typical satellite pass takes less
than 9 minutes there is also the need to hand off some calls to the next satellite
to appear above the horizon, raising the possibility of the call being dropped,
if buildings block the view. A further issue in Iridium system is the need to
turn off beams as the satellites move away from the equator, to ensure that
a subscriber can access only a single beam. Other non-geostationary systems
attempt to exploit dual satellite visibility as a means of mitigating shadowing
effects and claim that this is preferable to designing for high link margins [1].
1.2.2 Globalstar
The Globalstar system has been purchased by a limited partnership, in which
Loral and Qualcomm are the principal partners. The satellites are built by Lo-
ral, while Qualcomm has developed much of the ground segment. Globalstar
system will employ 48 satellites, organized in eight palnes of six satellites each.
The constellation is designed for 100% single satellite coverage between ±70o
latitude and 100% dual or higher satellite coverage between 25o to 50o latitudes.
Globalstar will employ path diversity combining to mitigate blocking and shad-
owing. Each Globalstar satellite covers a comparable area of the earth’s surface
with only 16 spot beams.
The Globalstar system employs no ISLs and therefore a subscriber can gain
access to the system while being visible by the satellite and a GES simulta-
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neously. The system provides interconnection to Public Switched Telephone
Network and Public Land Telephone Network ( PSTN/PLMN) through 100 to
210 GESs for extension of terrestrial cellular call processing. Globalstar will
sell access to the system to local service providers, who will have an exclusive
regional right to offer service. Calls will only be established through satellite(s)
when connections cannot be made over the terrestrial network.
Globalstar chose Qualcomm’s terrestrial CDMA technology for the mobile
link in order to increase capacity through frequency reuse and voice activity
detection and to have the ability for spectrum sharing and improved multipath
performance. Globalstar offers data rates at 1.2, 2.4, 4.8 and 9.6 kbps, and
the vocoder rate is allowed to drop down to 1.2 kbps when no voice activity is
detected. This reduces interference and increases capacity, while maintaining
synchronisation. Globalstar’s antennas are shaped for elliptical beams aligned
with the satellite velocity vector to increase the time a user stays within each
beam.
Since all 16 beams of all the 48 satellites are always active, each satellite
in view of a subscriber will pick up the subscriber’s signal and retransmit it in
its feeder link. Thus, by tracking the several satellites in view of a given GES,
two channels can be reserved open for the subscriber. The channel providing the
stronger signal can then be selected for connection to PSTN. This feature should
mitigate blocking by buildings and provides an automated “soft” handover from
satellite to satellite [1].
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1.2.3 ICO
ICO-Global is a spin-off from Inmarsat, which owns 15% of the corporation. The
rest is presently owned by Inmarsat Signatories and Hughes, who is the builder
of the spacecraft.
ICO has chosen an Intermediate Circular Orbit for its system, at an altitude
of 10355km (changed to 10390km, in late 1998) with 10 satellites and two spares
arranged in two inclined circular orbits. The inclination of the orbit is 45o, which
reduces coverage at high altitudes, but allows for the lowest number of satellites.
To improve the link margins on the ICO satellites, a design with 163 spot beams
per satellite was chosen.
ICO considers the constellation choice as one providing high elevation angles,
accommodating satellite spatial diversity and demonstrating acceptable propa-
gation delay. The MEO altitude also provides for slow-moving satellites as seen
from the earth, leading to fewer and simpler handover arrangements than in a
LEO system. ICO also claims that the system’s technical risk is acceptable, as
the ICO system will be based on more mature and tested technologies. The cho-
sen MEO constellation also allows system growth by adding planes as capacity
requirements increase. TDMA was chosen for multiple access as ICO argues that
it permits power-efficient modulation schemes, promising the ability to support
peak traffic capabilities by increasing and switching the capacity within a beam
to cover real life traffic distributions. Six subscribers are multiplexed into chan-
nels of 25.2 kHz in width, at a bit rate of 36kb/sec. In this respect, ICO follows
more closely the approach being adopted by Iridium. A disadvantage of this
access scheme is that a soft handoff (e.g from beam to beam) is not automatic,
and it is more difficult to exploit dual satellite visiblity. One method would be
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to send a burst via an alternate satellite and by noting the strengths of the regu-
lar and alternate paths, the subscriber terminal could determine which satellite
presently affords the best path to the GES and could adjust its own burst time
and frequency to select that satellite.
The ICO satellites are being built by Hughes Space and Communications
Division and the ground segment by a team consisting of NEC, Ericcson, and
Hughes Network Systems division. ICO hopes to have its system in operation
in the 2000 to 2001 frame. The system plans to reuse as much as possible
GSM technology in a narrowband TDMA satellite environment. User Terminals
(UTs) are planned both as single mode and as dual mode, where the UT will
work with both in the ICO standard and a regional terrestrial cellular standard
(GSM in Europe, JDC in Japan, DAMPS in North America). ICO will be
targeted primarily at users from the existing terrestrial cellular market, which
travel to places where terrestrial cellular coverage is incomplete or non-existent.
Road transport, maritime and aeronautical communities are also anticipated
customers, in addition to the demand for semi-fixed applications in rural areas
or in developing countries.
1.2.4 Teledesic
Using a constellation of LEO satellites, Teledesic and its international partners
are creating the world’s first network to provide affordable, worldwide, fiber-like
access to telecommunications services such as computer networking, broadband
Internet access, high-quality voice and other digital data needs. The Teledesic
system consists of 12 planes of 24 active satellites at 1350km altitude. Teledesic
aims to provide high data rate (broadband) fixed and mobile services, continuous
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global coverage, fibre-like delay and bit error rates less than 10−10. Thus, rather
than targeting at voice and supporting low-bit rate data for fax and messaging as
the Big LEOs do, Teledesic focuses on providing wireless broadband services with
a fibre-like quality, focusing on data and supporting voice. The term Broadband
LEO is therefore more suitable for describing it.
Teledesic terminals communicate directly with the satellite network and sup-
port a wide range of data rates. The terminals also interface with a wide range
of standard network protocols, including IP, ISDN, ATM and others. Although
optimized for fixed-site terminals, the Teledesic network is able to serve trans-
portable and mobile terminals, such as those for maritime and aviation applica-
tions. Most users will have two-way connections that provide up to 64 Mbps on
the downlink and up to 2 Mbps on the uplink. Broadband terminals will offer
64 Mbps of two-way capacity.
Since the topology of a LEO-based network is dynamic, the network must
continually adapt to these changing conditions to achieve the optimal, least-delay
connections between terminals. The Teledesic Network uses a combination of
destination-based packet addressing and a distributed, adaptive packet routing
algorithm to achieve low delay and low delay variability across the network. Each
packet carries the network address of the destination terminal, and each node
independently selects the least-delay route to that destination. Packets of the
same session may follow different paths through the network. The terminal at
the destination buffers and if necessary reorders the received packets to eliminate
the effect of timing variations.
Each satellite is a node in the fast-packet-switch network and has ISLs with
other satellites in the same and adjacent orbital planes. This interconnection
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arrangement forms a robust non-hierarchical mesh which is tolerant to faults
and local congestion. The network combines the advantages of a circuit-switched
network (low delay ”digital pipes”) and a packet-switched network (efficient
handling of multi-rate and bursty data). From a network viewpoint, a large
constellation of interlinked switch nodes offers a number of advantages in terms of
service quality, reliability and capacity. The richly interconnected mesh network
is a robust, fault-tolerant design that automatically adapts to topology changes
and to congested or faulty nodes and links. To achieve high system capacity and
channel density, each satellite is able to concentrate a large amount of capacity
in its relatively small coverage area.
The lowest frequency band with sufficient spectrum to meet Teledesic’s broad-
band service, quality and capacity objectives is the Ka band. Downlinks operate
between 18.8 GHz and 19.3 GHz, and uplinks between 28.6 GHz and 29.1 GHz.
Communication links at these frequencies are degraded by rain and blocked by
obstacles in the line-of-sight. To avoid obstacles and limit the portion of the path
exposed to rain, the serving satellite must be at a high elevation angle above the
horizon. The Teledesic constellation assures a minimum elevation angle of 40o
within its entire service area.
Within a cell, channel sharing is accomplished with a combination of Multi-
Frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) on the uplink and Asyn-
chronous Time Division Multiplexing Access (ATDMA) on the downlink. Teledesic
Network supports bandwidth-on-demand, allowing a user to request and release
capacity as needed. This enables users to pay only for the capacity they actually
use and for the network to support a much higher number of users [3]
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Table 1.1: Comparative table of services and cost for some Mobile Satellite
systems [2].
Service,cost ICO GLOBALSTAR IRIDIUM TELEDESIC
voice, voice,data,fax, voice, data, voice, data
Service data, paging, short fax, paging, fax, paging,
types fax, msg. service, location video
paging location messaging
Voice(kbps) 4.8 2.4/4.8/9.6 2.4 / 4.8 16
Data (kbps) 2.4 7.2 2.4 16 - 2048
Modulation QPSK QPSK QPSK ?
Voice ckts/sat 4500 2000 - 3000 1100(ltd) 0.1M 16 kbps
3840(max) channels
Dual-mode UTs yes yes yes no
Hand-held UTs yes yes yes portable
System cost 2600 2200 3700 9000
(million $)
UT cost ($) 500 750 2500 - 3000 ?
Satellite 10 years 7.5 years 5 years 10 years
Lifetime
Call rates 1-2 0.35 - 0.53 3 0.04 (16kbps
($/minute) wholesale min. service)
Operation 2000 1999 1998-1999 2003
scheduled
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Table 1.2: Comparative table of orbits and geometry for some Mobile Satellite
systems [2].
Orbits, Geometry ICO GLOBALSTAR IRIDIUM TELEDESIC
Orbit class MEO LEO LEO LEO
Altitude (km) 10390 1410 780 695-705
Number of 10 active 48 active 66 active 840 active
satellites 2 spares 8 spares 6 spares up to 84 spares
Number of planes 2 8 6 21
Inclination (deg.) 45 52 86.4 98.16
Period (minutes) 358.9 114 100.1 98.8
Sat. visibility 115.6 16.4 11.1 3.5
time (minutes)
Min. UT elev. 10 10 8.2 40
angle (deg.)
Min. mobile link 34.5 4.63 2.60 2.32
prop. delay (msec)
Max. mobile link 48.0 11.5 8.22 3.40
prop. delay (msec)
Min. GES elev. 5 10 ? 40
angle (deg.)
Number of Earth 12 100-210 11 ?
Stations
within almost global
Coverage global ±70o global (2o hole at
latitude each pole)
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Table 1.3: Comparative table of beams and reuse characteristics for some Mobile
Satellite systems [2].
Beams and ICO GLOBALSTAR IRIDIUM TELEDESIC
reuse
Access TDMA CDMA TDMA, (A)TDMA
method FDMA FDMA F- & SDMA FDMA
Beams per 163 16 48 64(supercells)
satellite 576 cells
Total num. 1630 768 3168 (not 53760
of beams all used)
Beam ? 2254 avg. 600 (min.) 2.9 (cell)
diam.(km)
Footprint 12900 5850 4700 1412
diam. (km)
Satellite fixed,moving fixed,moving fixed,moving earth-
antenna cells cells cells fixed cells
Reuse 4 1 12 9
cells/clust)
Dual sat. ≥ 2 “substantial” at poles mostly ≥ 2
visibility satellites satellites
sat. yes yes no no
diversity ? (GES only)
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Table 1.4: Comparative table of frequencies and miscellaneous characteristics
for some Mobile Satellite systems [2].
Frequencies and ICO GLOBALSTAR IRIDIUM TELEDESIC
miscellaneous
Mobile downlink 1980 - 2483.5 - 2500 1616 -1626 Ka-band
freq. (MHz) 2010 (S-band) (L-band)
Mobile uplink 2170- 1610.0 - 1626.5 1616-1626 Ka-band
freq. (MHz) 2200 (L-band) (L-band)
Feeder uplink 5 5.091 - 5.250 27.5 - 30 Ka-band
freq.(GHz) (C-band) (C-band) (Ka-band)
Feeder downlink 7 6.875 - 7.055 18.8 - 20.2 Ka-band
freq. (GHz) (C-band) (C-band) (Ka-band)
On-board ? no yes yes
processing ?
Inter-Satellite N/A N/A 22.5 -23.5 60
links (GHz)
Handover ? yes yes, seamless yes yes
Link (fade) 8-12 11-16 16 voice ?
margin(dB) 35 paging
Satellite output 2500 1000 1400 ?
power (W)
Satellite mass (kg) 1925 450 700 771
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Chapter 2
Handover algorithms and modules for
mobile satellite systems
2.1 Introduction
Existing terrestrial radio networks provide mobile communications services within
limited regions. In order to extend the availability of these services and finally
provide global coverage, several geostationary and non-geostationary satellite
systems have been proposed as a supplement to these networks. In general,
pure satellite systems can provide limited capacity in comparison to terrestrial
networks, nevertheless they are particularly suited in order to cover large ter-
restrial areas with a scarce amount of traffic, since in these areas it is not con-
venient to implement cellular network equipment. Finally, satellite systems can
be profitably used in order to cope with contingent situations of unavailability
of terrestrial carriers (e.g due to traffic congestion in some cells) or in order to
shorten the terrestrial tails (a mobile and a fixed user involved in a call, can
communicate via satellite through the base station closest to the fixed user) [5] .
In order to provide communications services for small mobile or hand-held
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terminals with large enough elevation angle, the use of non-geostationary satel-
lites is an appealing solution. Two categories of orbits have been envisaged [6]:
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) at an altitude of about 10,000 km, and Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) at an altitude of about 1,000 km. Subject to such orbits, the
satellite moves continuously relative to the earth surface, and permanent global
communications entail the use of several satellites, organized in constellations,
with several satellites per orbit plane and several orbit planes per constellation.
The traffic generated by a User Terminal (UT) is then supported by satellites
successively passing over the service zone, and must be handed over from one
satellite to the next. Moreover, diversity attribute is provided as a means of
mitigating unpredictable blockage during a call.
Several scenarios for efficient handover and resource allocation have prevailed
in literature. In general, well established techniques and scenarios for terrestrial
cellular systems can be expanded to satellite cellular systems. First of all, opti-
mal scheduling of handovers is required to guarantee call quality of service. In [7]
the handover problem is formulated as a stochastic optimization one, where the
objective is to maximize an infinite horizon expected discounted reward obtained
by the communicating mobiles minus a cost incurred for handovers. The reward
is a function of some measurable characteristics of the received signal, such as
signal strength, carrier to interference power ratios, channel fading, shadowing
due to obstructions, propagation loss, power control strategies, traffic distribu-
tions, cell loading profiles, channel assignments, etc. Handovers are modelled as
switching penalties, that are incurred because of the resources needed for their
successful completion.
In the context of satellite handover, two strategies have been proposed [8]:
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• Maximize the instantaneous elevation angle. In this strategy, always the
satellite providing the higher elevation angle will be selected and handovers
will be performed accordingly.
• Minimize the handover rate for a user, whereby the satellite that is visible
with an elevation angle θ > θmin will always be chosen.
The standard procedure of beam signal level monitoring, applied in cell re-
selection schemes in GSM terrestrial cellular networks, is analyzed in [9] in the
context of a mobile satellite system. The proposed system may be integrated or
optimized in the presence of a positioning system (e.g GPS), however it can even
work without that. In [10] a combined handover algorithm has been proposed,
where transition decisions are dependent upon UT position and signal strength
measurements.
One of the major problems in third generation mobile systems concerns the
large amount of signalling information. In particular, because of the reduction of
the beams’ size and the presence of non-GEO satellites, the number of handovers
tends to increase. In [11] it is mentioned that in satellite-fixed cell coverage
systems the number of handovers experienced during a call is a function of
the call duration, the beam size (beam handover), the satellite footprint size
(satellite handover) and satellite speed, which depends on the orbit altitude.
For the ICO satellite constellation, the satellite handover is typically one per
hour, with possibly a beam handover every ten minutes or so.
In order to save the valuable satellite resources, signalling information must
be kept to a minimum. In that respect, seamless handover is a smart approach
for TDMA-based systems, since it does not interrupt the call and requires min-
imum signalling exchanges [12]. Seamless handover can be implemented by de-
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centralizing several control functions at the Satellite Base Station (SBS). Each
SBS, served by a certain satellite cell α initiates a handover procedure towards a
new satellite cell b as soon as it perceives that the received power level relevant
to cell α is below a certain threshold. In that case, the SBS detects the fraction
of available timeslots within the frame associated to carriers assigned to cell b. If
on one of those carriers fc the fraction is larger than a given threshold (selected
upon statistical considerations) it performs a handover towards cell b. Thus,
it switches its transmitter to carrier fc (while it still receives from the old cell
α), until the network becomes aware of the handover and provides resources for
routing the forward traffic via the new cell b.
Other practical approaches directly relate handover procedures and channel
allocation techniques, where channel selection is performed according to the
minimization of a channel assignment cost function [13]. Handover schemes can
be broadly divided into prioritized or non-prioritized ones. In non-prioritized
schemes, handover requests are treated in the same manner as originating calls
and the probability of handover failure equals the probability of a call blocking.
Handover prioritization schemes result in a decrease of the handover failure but
they increase call blocking, which may reduce the total system capacity. This
happens because channel assignment strategies allocate channels more readily
to handover requests than they do to originating calls.
The Guard Channel concept offers a generic means of improving the prob-
ability of successful handover by reserving a fixed or dynamically adjustable
number of channels exclusively for handovers [14]. The remaining number of
channels are used for handovers as well as for originating calls. The penalty
is the reduction of total carried traffic due to the fact that fewer channels are
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granted to originating calls. This disadvantage can be bypassed by allowing the
queuing of originating calls. Intuitively, we can say that the latter method is
feasible, because originating calls are considerably less sensitive to delay than
handover requests. Another shortcoming of the employment of guard channels,
especially with fixed channel assignment strategies, is the risk of inefficient spec-
trum utilization. Careful estimation of channel occupancy time distributions [15]
is essential in order to minimize the risk by determining the optimum number
of guard channels. With Dynamic Channel Assignment strategies, the SBS can
reserve a set of channels only for handover requests, or it can have a number of
channels with associated probabilities of being allocated for handover requests.
The Queuing of Handover requests has been analyzed in [16] and is based
on the idea that when a mobile crosses a cell boundary in the direction of the
neighboring cell, it will cross the overlapping area of both cells. While being in
that area, the mobile can be served by either cell, which means that the handover
can take place anywhere in this region. Consequently, the handover requests can
be queued for a specific time period, equal to the time that the mobile traverses
the overlap area. In the case of non-GEO satellite systems, this time depends
on the adopted mobility model. When a call terminates, the system grants
a channel to the call that has been waiting the longest, thus reducing forced
termination probability.
A different perspective to efficient resource allocation is the implementation
of dual satellite paths [17], [18]. A common two state channel model comprises
good state and bad state. The former exists when there is no shadowing and can
typically be characterized by a Rician distribution. The latter corresponds to
a UT experiencing an obstruction of Line Of Sight (LOS) path to the satellite
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and can be characterized by Rayleigh/Lognormal distributed fades. Mitigation
techniques such as increased power and bandwidth or modulation and coding
are impractical means of obtaining the additional link margin required to ensure
operation. A practical solution in a non-GEO satellite system is to establish
and maintain a connection through two different satellites simultaneously. The
satellites through which the connection is maintained, should at any time be
located sufficiently apart from each other to minimize the probability that the
LOS path to both satellites is obstructed at the same time.
We investigate the problem from a “macroscopic” point of view. In section
2.2 we build the basic setup and preliminaries that will be used throughout the
simulation. In section 2.3 the basic algorithms for satellite and beam handover
are analyzed and evaluated. Section 2.4 provides an insight into the sequence
of events that occur prior to handover decision and turns attention into the
maximum beam residence criterion for beam handover and section 2.5 focuses on
the beam mobitoring procedure. In section 2.6 the diversity assignments taking
place in the time of transition are presented. Finally in section 2.7 numerical
results are illustrated and conclusions follow.
2.2 Preliminary structures and principles
2.2.1 System configuration
A simplified infrastructure of the satellite component of a mobile satellite system
comprises the following parts:
1. n satellites s1, . . . sn.
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2. m beams per satellite footprint b1, . . . bm.
3. r Satellite Base Stations (SBSs) SBS1, . . . SBSr.
4. The earth globe, whose two-dimensional version is partitioned into squares
with fixed longitude and latitude borders.
5. A traffic distribution percentage assignment pij to each of the above squares
according to empirical data acquisition.
6. A population of mobiles (User Terminals, UTs).
For the case of the ICO mobile satellite system, the satellite constellation
consists of n = 10 operational satellites moving at 10,355 km altitude and hav-
ing a 6-hour revolution period. The satellites are arranged in two mutually
orthogonal planes with 45o inclination with respect to the equatorial plane, each
plane comprising 5 operational satellites. The angular difference between two
neighboring coplanar satellites is 72o and the angle spacing between one satellite
at its ascending node and an adjacent non-coplanar satellite at the beginning of
simulation is 36o. Each satellite of ICO provides mobile link coverage at S−band
frequency through a set of b = 163 fixed spot beams with overlapping coverage.
A spot beam has the shape of a cone emitted from the satellite and its projection
on the earth forms the area served by the beam [19].
In ICO the r = 12 SBSs are connected to each other by a terrestrial network
(inter-SBS network). In accordance to the terrestrial cellular model, each SBS
consists of a Mobile Satellite Switching Centre (MSSC), a Land Earth Station
(LES) and a Visitor Location Database (VLR) for mobility management. The
LES on one side manages and relays the radio communications (via the satel-
lites) to the UTs and on the other side relays communications to the MSSC
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for onward connection to the terrestrial networks. The MSSC provides a simi-
lar functionality with terrestrial cellular Mobile Switching Centres in managing
and controlling the routing of calls between the UT and the terrestrial networks.
Gateways (GW) outside the ICO infrastructure are connected by terrestrial links
to the MSSC or a nearby SBS to provide the interconnection between the ICO
infrastructure and the terrestrial networks. One or more Gateways are located
in each country of the world.
2.2.2 Geographical coordinate systems
To record the position of a satellite, SBS or UT, the following coordinate systems
are considered:
1. Orbital Plane system : This is the two-dimensional system of the satellite
rotation plane, without considering plane inclination.
2. ECI (Earth Centered Inertial) System : This system is based at the center
of the earth. The x-axis is fixed towards vernal equinox and the z-axis is
the polar axis.
3. ECEF (Earth Centered Earth Fixed) system : This system is based at
the center of the earth and rotates with it. The positive x-axis points
always towards the intersection of the prime meridian and the equator (0o
longitude and 0o latitude) and the z-axis is the polar axis.
4. OF (Orbit Frame): This satellite-based system is a newly introduced one.
Its x-axis points in the direction of the satellite, the positive z-axis points
towards the earth center and y-axis completes a right-handed triplet. This
system provides a simple pictorial representation for the beam pattern,
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overcoming complicated patterns on the curved earth surface and is the
cornerstone of beam handover time prediction. A point on the earth sur-
face is mapped onto a two dimensional system (the z-dimension gets elimi-
nated), so that residence within a satellite footprint si and a specific beam
bj can easily be derived.
For completeness of arguments, the transformation method from the ECEF
to the OF system are provided in the Appendix of this chapter.
2.2.3 Beam pattern
Getting as input the azimuth φi, elevation θi and half power beam width βi
angles relative to the OF coordinate system, each one of the 163 beams (cells)bi
is uniquely defined in the OF plane by a position vector of the beam center




















Let us denote by ~S(t) and ~P (t) the ECEF position vectors of the satellite and
the UT respectively. A satellite is considered to be visible from the UT when its











is greater than 10o. Similar visibility criteria hold for the SBS, the only difference













Figure 2.1: Demonstration of beam handover from the beam located in the
satellite nadir to a neighboring beam.
2.3 Criteria for satellite and beam handover
The idea of satellite and beam handover time prediction is based on the
principle of one-dimensional search within a finite time interval via bisection.
2.3.1 Beam Handover
The UT position is mapped to the OF using the transformation matrix ECEFtoOF,
whose elements depend on current satellite position and velocity. Ephemeris data
is used to determine future satellite locations, so that future positions of the UT
in the OF are known. A binary search method of successive mappings of the UT
position to the OF determines the time to handover to virtually any accuracy
desired (other errors such as UT position, notwithstanding).
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When a UT enters a beam, it is mapped to the OF several times using future
satellite positions and velocities. Mappings are performed until a time interval of
acceptable length (e.g. 1 minute) is found, where the UT resides in the current
beam at the beginning of the interval and lies in a different beam at the end of the
interval (Figure 2.1). Handover must occur sometime during this time interval
and predicted handover time is selected as the midpoint of that interval. If the
acceptable inaccuracy of the time interval is 1 minute, the handover prediction
algorithm is accurate within 30 seconds. Equivalently, the contribution to the
error in handover prediction by the prediction algorithm is at most 30 seconds
in this case. Of course, in reality, several other factors contribute to prediction
error, such as inaccuracy in ephemeris data and in UT position determination.
The speed of convergence of the algorithm depends on the initial horizon
window length W0 (in minutes) and the acceptable time prediction error, δ (in










For the satellite handover we have the following procedure similarly:
• STEP 1: Obtain the serving satellite(s) at current time tc.
• STEP 2: Update those to a future time tf , using the satellite ephemeris
data.
• STEP 3: If θUT (tf) ≤ 10o or θSAN(tf ) ≤ 5o , then conclude that a satellite
handover has occurred at some time t∗ ε (tc, tf).
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• STEP 4: Apply the bisection idea on the appropriate interval.
• STEP 5: Stop after n iterations when tf,n − tc,n < W .





2.4 Basic algorithms executed at the SBS
In order to ensure the most appropriate cell selection and a potential transition,
each UT continuously monitors the received signal of the Broadcast Channel
(BCCH) of a proper set of adjacent satellite cells and compares these qualities
with that of the serving cell. This procedure allows the UT to perceive which
adjacent cells are eligible to become serving cells and if the serving cell is still
suitable. In case the serving cell is no more suitable, the UT triggers a cell
reselection procedure, resulting in the selection of a new serving cell from this
set of cells, according to some criteria.
2.4.1 Algorithm A: In-call BCCH selection for power mea-
surements
The SBS periodically commands the UT to measure the BCCH signal strength
of all serving and non-serving satellites in view of the UT. The SBS creates a
list of all beams that will provide measurements back to the SBS later and serve
as a confirmation to handover decisions. The list comprises a set C of beams,
currently covering the UT position and belonging to visible satellites from both
the UT and the SBS, and a set A of approaching beams of serving satellites.
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The above two sets of beams are candidates for a satellite and a beam handover
respectively. Upon reception of this list, the UT performs measurements for each
of these beams and sends the enhanced list back to the SBS to be processed
further. The procedure of finding the current beam is described as follows:
1. Translate the UT ECEF coordinates into the OF system, using the trans-
formation matrix ECEFtoOF.
2. Set parameter distance to infinity.
3. Parse through all beams bj . If the UT’s distance from the beam center,
rj is less than the current distance, set current beam to bj and update
distance to rj .
4. The output of the algorithm is the beam where the UT currently resides.
Taking into consideration the satellite footprint movement direction from
right to left, a beam bj is an upcoming beam for beam bi if and only if it is
located on the left of bi, i.e xj,OF < xi,OF . A beam may have up to three
approaching beams.
2.4.2 Algorithm B: Path Selection
The path selection algorithm provides input to resource allocation algorithm.
The algorithm takes place after Algorithm A and before a handover of any type
as well as a non-diversity to diversity transition attempt. Each entry of the list
ei is initially a pair of a satellite and a beam index (si, bi). The list is modified
as follows:
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1. STEP 1: Take all possible combinations of single elements ei of the list
and append them at the end.
2. STEP 2: Eliminate the entries with a power measurement below a given
threshold, indicating unreliable connection.
3. STEP 3: Eliminate double entries indicating a satellite in Diversity Re-
duction Mode, i.e in mode where diversity should not be donated.
4. STEP 4: Rank the list according to a predefined preference factor. At the
end, the starting node of the list will have the highest preference factor.
Each entry of the list now represents either a single or a diversity path, eligible
for resource allocation. The Preference Factor Pk is computed for every node
k and is a function of the satellite elevation angle θ, the signal level I and the












+B × (Ik,1 + Ik,2) (2.6)
In the above equation, Ik is an indicator, denoting whether the received signal
level for the corresponding beam is above or below a given threshold level. In the
former case Ik = 1, otherwise Ik = 0. The received signal strength is computed
with a simplistic channel propagation model that takes into consideration the
free space loss, the position of a UT in a beam, the multipath fading loss and
the shadowing loss.
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2.4.3 Maximum beam duration criterion for beam han-
dover
From the analysis in the previous section, it became clear that the triggering fac-
tor for a handover was a combination of UT position and received signal power
measurements. Motivated by the fact that additional handover occurances con-
tribute to excess signalling load and significant transmission delays in the system,
we propose a new criterion for handover event triggering. The basic character-
istic is the minimization of the number of satellite and beam handover events,
since the residence time in a cell is forced to be the maximum possible. Upon
creation of the list with the candidate satellites and beams for transition, no
preference factor computation is required. Simply the node containing the beam
in which the mobile is predicted to stay the longest is selected as the transition
beam. This beam may belong to the current serving satellite or not, providing
thus the definition of beam handover or satellite handover after adopting this
criterion.
This criterion requires less computation complexity than the corresponding
path selection criterion. UT residence time for each beam in the list is computed
by standard mappings in the OF satellite coordinate systemand no elevation
angle computation is required. More important, no power measurement infor-
mation exchange between the UT and the SBS is necessary in order to confirm
handover decisions.
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2.5 Estimation of BCCH measurement recep-
tion time
It was mentioned that the SBS commands the UT to measure the received signal
strength of the BCCH bursts of a particular set of beams to support and confirm
handover decisions. The list of candidate beams is created at the SBS and is
transferred to the UT on an uplink Common Control Channel (CCH). Upon
reception of the list, the UT performs measurements and returns the enhanced
list to the UT on the downlink CCH. This procedure takes place both during
signalling and traffic phase of a call.
In section 2.4.1 the issue of continuous measurement reports by the UT is
discussed. The general idea is that the UT monitors the current beams of serving
and visible non-serving satellites and the upcoming beams of serving satellites.
A worst case scenario for this method would be a UT with diversity connection
in view of four satellites, when the maximum number of measured beams would
be 10.
The required time for the UT to perform measurements is proportional to
the list size and the time point when this list is available back to the SBS is
a function of this time. During signalling mode, it is highly recommended to
minimize this time, so that transition to traffic mode is immediate. In traffic
mode, this time is also critical for the SBS, in order to avoid outdated handover
decisions, which may result in forced call termination. Therefore, an alternative
method would be to command the UT to measure only one beam from every
visible satellite, regardless if it is a serving one or not.
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2.5.1 Assumptions
BCCH timeslot allocation and BCCH burst reception time
Broadcast Channels belong to the general category of common channels, which
are shared between a number of users, in opposition to Traffic channels, which
belong to Dedicated channels, carrying information for one user. Syncronization
of common and dedicated channels is discussed in section 3.2.
A dynamic BCCH Frequency allocation plan is employed in realistic situa-
tions, where a BCCH frequency and timeslot is allocated to each beam and is
constantly subject to changes. A relatively simplistic fixed allocation has been
applied here, where the BCCH timeslot devoted to a specific beam is given by
the formula
BCCH TN = bi modNb (2.7)
where the beam index bi takes values 1 to 163 and Nb is the number of BCCH
timeslots in a BCCH frame.
A BCCH burst is considered to be eligible for measurement if and only if it
is received by the UT for one timeslot duration in a free reference window.
Traffic timeslot allocation
We assume that the embedded TDMA scheme has Ns = 6 timeslots per frame,
each of duration T = 6.66msec. In a real system, timeslots will be assigned to
a UT according to resource allocation algorithms. Without loss of generality,
we assume a random Traffic Channel (TCH) timeslot allocation, between 0 and
Ns − 1. A UT which is assigned traffic timeslot x receives and transmits traffic
during reference timeslots x, x + 1, x + 2, which form the reference window x.
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Consider for simplicity that the UT is not provided diversity. Then, the windows
where it receives and transmits traffic are
Wm = x+Ns ·m ,m = 1, 2, . . . (2.8)
CCH message arrival at the UT
The list is tranferred to the UT via the CCH channel in one message, which
is equivalent to 12 traffic bursts of 40msec each and its transmission time is
considered to be practically independent of the list size.
2.5.2 CCH message arrival at the UT
Suppose that the list leaves the SBS at time t = 0sec. The time point when the
UT receives the list depends on the relative positions of the SBS, the satellite
and the UT. It can be approximated by
Tr,UT = dss + dc−s + Tp + 12× 0.04 (sec) (2.9)
where dss is the time delay from the SBS to the satellite, dc−s is the C-band
to S-band frequency conversion delay, and Tp is the propagation delay from the
satellite to the UT.
Upon reception of the list, the UT intends to perform successive measure-
ments of the BCCH bursts in the list. BCCH bursts leave the satellite in series
at the beginning of a reference interval with a period of Nb = 25 timeslots. The
beginning of the n-th BCCH burst arrives at the UT at times
tn = [Nb(n− 1) +BCCH TN ]× T + Tp (2.10)
and is potentially subject to measurement by the UT, only after it has already
accomplished the signal strength measurement of the previous burst.
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Denote by tn,k the time instant when the beginning of the n-th series burst
of the k-th element in the list is received by the UT, and by Xk the required
time to measure the BCCH burst of the k-th element in the list. Then the above
condition can be expressed as




2.5.3 BCCH measurement procedure and list return to
the SBS
Assume that the beginning of the BCCH burst reception occurs at timeslot xbegin.
Then the timeslot index when it ends, xend is xend = xbegin + 1, except when the
arrival time coincides with a timeslot beginning, in which case, xbegin = xend.












BCCH bursts will arrive sequentially, until the existence of an open reference
window (three empty consecutive slots) is detected. The r-th order BCCH of
the n∗ BCCH series arrives at the UT at times
Abegin,n∗,r = xbegin,n∗ +Nb × (r − 1) (2.13)
and ends at timeslot Aend,n∗,r = Abegin,n∗,r + 1 or at Aend,n∗,r = Abegin,n∗,r. To
find an unoccupied reference window, the order of BCCH, r∗ must be such that
Abegin,r∗ 6= x+Ns ·m
Abegin,r∗ 6= x+Ns ·m+ 1 (2.14)
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Abegin,r∗ 6= x+Ns ·m+ 2
Aend,r∗ 6= x+Ns ·m
Aend,r∗ 6= x+Ns ·m+ 1 (2.15)
Aend,r∗ 6= x+Ns ·m+ 2
List returned to the SBS
Measurements are assumed to be performed instantaneously. The tranfer time
of the list with the measurements back to the SBS is
T2 = Tp + ds−c + dss + 12× 0.04 (sec) (2.16)
As a consequence, the total time needed for the SBS to recover the list of mea-
surements, will be





The method of measuring only one beam for each visible satellite has the obvious
advantage of requiring less time to accomplish. The SBS receives the list and
proceeds in allocating resources to the call, so that it enters traffic mode. There-
fore, this method can be applied during signalling mode, where a fast switch to
an initial path is required. However, the method may result in the selection of
a suboptimal path if applied in traffic mode. The proposed method to estimate
the time the SBS recovers the enhanced list, is summarized in the following
algorithm:
1. Compute the time needed for the UT to receive the list, Tr,UT .
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2. For every beam element of the list do
• Find the time when the first BCCH arrives at the UT after completion
of previous measurements by the UT (or after the arrival of the CCH
message, for the first element in the list)
• Find the absolute timeslot number (ATN) where this time corresponds
and store it as a reference for the upcoming BCCHs.
• Keep increasing the order of the arriving BCCH until an unoccupied
timeslot is found.
• Add this time to the measurement time for that beam
3. Compute the transmission time for the list to the UT.
4. Find the total elapsed time for the SBS to recover the list, as the sum of
the times calculated from steps 1-3.
2.6 Diversity
Diversity is required in the ICO system to provide call continuity where there
exists an unpredictable blockage of the mobile link to the UT. The diversity
attribute includes the initial setting up of the dual path, the handover from of
one or both paths, the reselection of the best of the two paths to be utilized
for communications and the relinquishing of one path when necessary. Due
to resource consumption, diversity may be donated to a certain percentage of
active calls. Because satellite capacity is finite, a satellite may enter Diversity
Reduction mode when the percentage of diversity paths through that satellite
exceeds a configurable threshold.
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2.6.1 Diversity assignments
Given that a satellite or beam handover has been predicted, the ranked list from
Path Selection algorithm is recalled. The call is routed to the appropriate path
and resource are allocated to the call. It is possible though unlikely, that the list
is empty either at the beginning of a call (signalling mode) or in traffic mode, for
the reason that there exists no visible satellite from both the UT and the SBS.
In the former case the call is not initiated and in the latter case, it is forced to
terminate. Since ICO satellite system guarantees global coverage at any time,
this possibility has been excluded.
Consider a call which is currently either in diversity status or utilizes a single
path and there exists resource margin, so that diversity can be donated to it.
The most preferable transition target will then be the diversity node of the list
having a high preference factor and a common path with the serving diversity
node or single path. To this end, the list is examined, until a node satisfying the
above matching condition is found. If we assume that the current serving satellite
diversity pair is (A,B), the matching condition is satisfied if the list contains a
pair of the form (A,C), (B,C), (C,A) or (C,B). The above reasoning is also
applied in the case of a single call. The assignment of the new diversity entry is
implementable in such a way, that any matching parts remain unaltered. The
assignment method is extremely important for the derivation of correct handover
rate, considering for example the transition (A,B) → (C,A) as one transition
and not as two. More specifically:
1. If the current serving pair is (Serv1, Serv2) = (A,B) and the target pair
in the list is (A,C), then do the assignment Serv2 → C.
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2. If the current serving pair is (Serv1, Serv2) = (A,B) and the target pair
in the list is (B,C), then do the assignment Serv1 → C.
3. If the current serving pair is (Serv1, Serv2) = (A,B) and the target pair
in the list is (C,A), then do the assignment Serv2 → C.
4. If the current serving pair is (Serv1, Serv2) = (A,B) and the target pair
in the list is (C,B), then do the assignment Serv1 → C.
We denote all these cases where a path exists as diversity additions. In the
particular case no matching node is found, then the highest diversity entry is
selected, but the diversity path (A,B) is switched to (C,D). This kind of diver-
sity allocation is referred to as new diversity. Evidently, the majority of diversity
assignments will be implemented under diversity addition. There also exists the
possibility that a single path is most preferable than diversity paths, in which
case the UT acquires a single path. When the percentage of calls has exceeded
a certain threshold percentage, no diversity paths are eligible for transition.
Non-diversity calls are periodically updated to determine if they have become
eligible for diversity, considering the overall diversity percentage. Therefore, it
is obvious that when the diversity monitoring time point tm is very close to a
handover event time th of a single path call, then this node containing the only
path does not exhibit a high enough preference factor. Hence, another node
with two different paths is very likely to qualify for a target path, resulting to
a new diversity addition. The ultimate goal is maximum resource utilization
either by diversity assignments or single path allocations, resulting at maximum
throughput (maximum number of served calls).
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2.7 Simulation and results
Aiming at a simulation which will generate realistic results, a real satellite system
environment has been built. First of all, a representative traffic distribution has
been adopted for the busy hour of the system, i.e the time when the traffic
reaches its maximum. A total population of S = 2.4M subscribers is assumed
and a (configurable) percentage q = 15% states the number of UTs which are
likely to become active during the busy hour. According to the given geographic
distribution of call arrivals, specific terrestrial areas expose greater traffic density,
whereas others (e.g. the poles, or areas covered by sea) are characterized by
negligible traffic. The earth surface is projected onto a two dimensional plane
and is divided into 288 15o × 15o squares, covering a surface from −180o to
180o longitude and 90o to −90o latitude. More specifically, the square with
coordinates (i, j) is associated with the square area of
Longitude ε [−180 + 15(j − 1),−180 + 15j] (2.18)
Latitude ε [90− 15(i− 1), 90− 15(i− 2)] (2.19)
for i = 1, 2, . . . 12 and j = 1, 2 . . . 24. Calls are assumed to arrive in independent
Poisson streams with means
λij =
q × S × pij
3600
(2.20)
while call hold times follow the exponential distribution with mean 150sec.
The simulation was coded in C++ and several numerical results serve as an
estimation to system parameters. Results are obtained either on a local basis
(i.e for a region of certain longitude and latitude range) or globally, for the entire
earth surface. Consider a point (θlat, θelev) in the first graph of figure 2.2. This
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comprises all squares with coordinates (i, `) with ` = 1, 2, . . . 24 and i fixed, or
in other words is identical to the zone between 90− 15(i− 1) and 90− 15(i− 2)
degrees latitude. If N` mobiles are generated at each such square during the
busy hour and each of those mobiles k` with call duration τ is characterized by











θm,`, m = 1, 2, . . . 24 (2.22)
Angles are averaged over those 15o× 15o squares which contain non-zero traffic.
From figures 2.2 and 2.3, it is perceived that the average satellite elevation
and satellite azimuth separation angles obtain values within a certain range.
Depending on the particular geographical location on earth, the elevation angle
varies between 30o and 48o and the azimuth separation angle varies between
65o and 135o on the average. Satellites with high elevation angle and with
large separation angle (in the case of diversity) are preferable for transition. In
the simulation the contribution of those parameters and power measurements is
taken into consideration, i.e A = B = 1 in equation 2.6.
Regarding diversity path allocations, the approximate percentages of diver-
sity additions and new diversity paths are depicted in figure 2.4.The diversity
monitoring time interval is 1 minute, while diversity threshold percentage is set
to 40%. The results are expected, namely that diversity allocation is mostly
realized as diversity path addition after Path Selection algorithm. Diversity ad-
ditions concern at least the 88% of the assignments and, in some cases they can
be considered as the only diversity assignment mode. Since a new diversity path
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allocation depends on the proximity of the diversity monitoring time point and
the handover time instant of a single path call, by varying the diversity mon-
itoring period, we obtained different percentages, lying within the same range
(88%− 100%).
In figures 2.5 and 2.6 we present some comparative results for the position
and the maximum beam residence criterion about satellite and beam handover
rates in two regions having moderate and heavy load (0.92 and 4.87 calls per
second) respectively. By using maximum residence criterion, a reduction to beam
handover rate up to 35− 40% has been observed in the steady state for a region
with heavy traffic, while the reduction can be even greater (up to 85− 90%) for
mild traffic load. A small drawback in that former case may be the increased
satellite handover rate by some amount for specific time periods. Taking into
consideration the low satellite handover rate (around 3−4 handovers per minute
in steady state), this fact should not receive further concern. At any rate, under
heavy traffic, the satellite handover rate is reduced by more than 50% as well.
In figure 2.7 the satellite coverage percentages as a function of latitude on the
earth surface are depicted. It is confirmed that the ICO system provides global
coverage, as for each location on earth there always exists a visible satellite.
The possibility of two satellites being visible simultaneously is also considerably
high (more than 80%), providing the system with the capability to establish
diversity. For low latitude values, even three satellites are visible sometimes
(40%− 70%), and in general approximately one in three or four calls is covered
by three satellites. For selected latitude regions 10o−30o, four satellites are also
visible simultaneously.
Finally, results concerning the estimated list recover time by the SAN have
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been obtained by performing the experiment for two dfferent SBS locations of
earth
• Usingen, Germany at 50019′52′′N latitude and 8028′25′′E longitude.
• Chattarpur, India at 28031′27′′N latitude and 77011′12′′E longitude.
To each of the squares sij ≡ (i, j) in the geographic configuration, we associate
an average time T ij , a minimum time mij , a maximum time Mij and a time vari-
ation V art,ij . Over the entire earth, we define the average T , average minimum
m,average maximum M and the average variance V art of measurement recovery















and β is the UT index.
The statistics per square are obtained by averaging over the total number of
measurements performed by all UTs in that geographic location. The measure-
ment results are summarized in tables 2.1 and 2.2. We notice that the involved
average elapsed times are virtually independent of the location of the SBS. The
measurement method using only one beam per satellite reduces the measurement
recovery time by 60% on the average. Average minimum and maximum times
are reduced accordingly, as well as the variance of the elapsed time. Taking into
account the specifications about the maximum tolerance in waiting time during
call set up, the percentage of cases when only one beam per satellite is used can
be derived. All beams must be measured during traffic phase and the method
of one beam per satellite should be used only exceptionally.
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2.8 APPENDIX A
Transformation matrix between ECEF and OF coordinate systems
The transformation matrix will be a 3×3 matrix that relates the ECEF and OF
coordinate systems and is obtained as follows
• STEP 1: Get the satellite position and velocity vectors in the ECEF coor-
dinate system, ~P (t) and ~V (t) and the corresponding magnitudes |~P (t)| =
RE + h and |~V (t)| = 2π(RE + h)/T .
• STEP 2: Evaluate the vector ~γ(t) = −~P (t) × ~V (t) and the magnitude
|~γ(t)|.










• STEP 5: Get the first row of the transformation matrix as
~r1 = ~r2 × ~r3 (2.27)
2.9 Appendix B
Computation formulas for the azimuth separation angles
The azimuth separation angle is the angle on the surface of the earth between
arc L1 which connects the UT position and the subsatellite point of the first
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satellite and arc L2 which connects the UT position and the subsatellite point
of the second satellite. The azimuth separation angle is inserted as a deciding
parameter in the path selection algorithm in the case of a diversity path and
has substantial importance in selecting the final path. For fixed elevation angle
and power measurements, a big azimuth angle provides a preferable path, since
there are fewer chances that both paths will be corrupted from an unpredictable
blockage.
The functionD(·, ·) computes the distance of two points with given longitudes
and latitudes P1(φ1, θ1) and P2(φ2, θ2) on the earth globe as





























and a1 = π/2− θ1, a2 = π/2− θ2,
a12 =

φ1 − φ2 if φ1 − φ2 < π
2π − (φ1 − φ2) otherwise
(2.31)
The azimuth angle is then calculated using standard formulas from spherical
trigonometry:
φazim =
cos(D(S1, S2))− cos(D(S1, UT )) cos(D(S2, UT ))
sin(D(S1, UT )) sin(D(S2, UT ))
(2.32)
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Table 2.1: Statistical results over the entire earth for the mesurement recovery
time using the two alternative methods, by an SBS located in Germany.
Quantity Entire list One beam per sat
T 3.405 sec 2.063 sec
m 1.741 sec 1.258 sec
M 5.506 sec 3.167 sec
V art 0.597 sec 0.159 sec
mα 1.432 sec 1.135 sec
Mα 7.283 sec 4.221 sec
Table 2.2: Statistical results over the entire earth for the mesurement recovery
time using the two alternative methods, by an SBS located in India.
Quantity Entire list One beam per sat
T 3.410 sec 2.063 sec
m 1.718 sec 1.255 sec
M 5.518 sec 3.188 sec
V art 0.583 sec 0.157 sec
mα 1.380 sec 1.122 sec
Mα 7.442 sec 4.244 sec
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AVERAGE SATELLITE ELEVATION ANGLE FOR CALLS IN SOME LATITUDE BORDERS



























AVERAGE SATELLITE ELEVATION ANGLE FOR CALLS IN SOME LONGITUDE BORDERS
Figure 2.2: Average satellite elevation angle for active calls as a function of
latitude and longitude.
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AVERAGE SATELLITE AZIMUTH SEPARATION ANGLE FOR CALLS IN SOME LATITUDE BORDERS

































AVERAGE SATELLITE AZIMUTH SEPARATION ANGLE FOR CALLS IN SOME LONGITUDE BORDERS
Figure 2.3: Average satellite azimuth separation angle for active calls as a func-
tion of latitude and longitude.
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AVERAGE DIVERSITY ADDITION PERCENTAGES FOR CALLS IN SOME LATITUDE BORDERS










































AVERAGE DIVERSITY ADDITION PERCENTAGES FOR CALLS IN SOME LONGITUDE BORDERS
Figure 2.4: Average percentage of diversity additions for active calls as a function
of latitude and longitude.
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SATELLITE HANDOVER RATE WITH POSITION OR MAX. BEAM RESIDENCE CRITERION
Position
Max. Residence



























BEAM HANDOVER RATE WITH POSITION OR MAX. BEAM RESIDENCE CRITERION
Position
Max. Residence
Figure 2.5: Comparison of satellite and beam handover rate under UT position
or maximum beam residence time triggered handover event at a region (−15o, 0o)
longitude , (15o, 30o) latitude, with 0.92 calls/sec.
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SATELLITE HANDOVER RATE WITH POSITION OR MAX. BEAM RESIDENCE CRITERION
Position
Max. Residence






























BEAM HANDOVER RATE WITH POSITION OR MAX. BEAM RESIDENCE CRITERION
Position
Max. Residence
Figure 2.6: Comparison of satellite and beam handover rate under UT position
or maximum beam residence time triggered handover event at a region (60o, 75o)
longitude , (15o, 30o) latitude, with 4.87 calls/sec.
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Figure 2.7: Percentage of time coverage from one, two, three or four satellites as
a function of latitude.
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Chapter 3
A synchronization-based scheme for




To provide communication services for mobile or hand-held terminals the critical
issues of User Terminal size and cost come into question. To minimize UT mass
and cost, the UT must be allowed to operate in half duplex mode on the RF link
i.e with non-overlapping transmit and receive times. The option of full-duplex
communication between UTs should also exist, for non-hand-held terminals.
Owing to the cost and scarcity of satellite resources, an efficient strategy in
allocating them would contribute more to the overall system performance. More-
over, diversity attributes enhance system reliability by providing backup in cases
of unpredictable call blockage. The proposed scheme provides a platform for si-
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multaneous full- and half-duplex information transmission, while considerably
improving resource management under certain circumstances. It also enables
the use of diversity in the case of half-duplex communication in the most effi-
cient way and can be best applicable in GSM-based non-geostationary satellite
systems which implicate dynamic resource management and a great number of
handoffs and often experience unpredictable changes in signal quality [21]. Re-
sults are provided for the case of the ICO mobile satellite system.
When the UT is in diversity mode, it receives from and transmits to the
SBS two TCH bursts via two different satellites. The concept of diversity may
be considered a waste of resources, since this extra channel that supports the
call could be utilized to carry another call. However, an unpredictable blockage
during a call can be implemented by a rapid switching from the blocked path to
the alternative path with little perceptible effect upon voice quality. A secondary
objective of diversity is to allow seamless switching between two alternative voice
paths, selecting the path that provides the best combination of voice quality and
satellite transmit power.
The option of the type of diversity depends on the type of the UT device.
Diversity with non-overlapping reception and transmission intervals is resource-
consuming but absolutely consistent with radiation safety standards and is im-
plemented in a class of UTs, destined to be hand-held and support half-duplex
communication. Diversity with overlapping reception and transmission intervals
can be carried out by UTs supporting full-duplex communication, which are
most probably non hand-held.
In section 3.2, basic elements of the structure of the timing and synchroniza-
tion system of Traffic and Broadcast channels are presented. Section 3.3 provides
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the motivation of the system we propose, in terms of simultaneous full- and half-
duplex diversity connection. Section 3.4 focuses on the delay class feature and
suggests two methods for the delay class position determination. Section 3.5
provides more insight into the delay class concept by introducing an assignment
method. In section 3.6, several means of achieving UT position determination
are given. Finally, in section 3.7 the above methods are quantified.
3.2 Timing and synchronization system
A combination of FDMA/TDMA multiple access scheme is presupposed. FDMA





signed to the uplink and the downlink respectively. If BRF is the RF channel
spacing, the carrier frequencies for the uplink are




and for the downlink
f ′c,n = f
′
1 +BRF · n, 0 ≤ n ≤












Within those n bands, TDMA structure is embedded. In TDMA, users share
the same frequency band by accessing the channel in non-overlapping time inter-
vals in a round-robin fashion. Since signals do not overlap, they are orthogonal
and the signal of interest is easily extracted by switching the receiver on only
during the transmisssion of the desired signal. TDMA can encorporate diversity
attributes which make transmission more robust to channel fading.
Assume that the employed TDMA scheme supports Ns TDMA time slots,
each of time T . We claim that the minimum (and optimum) number of timeslots
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per TDMA frame so as the half duplex, diversity enhanced operation and the
full duplex operation are supported simultaneously, is Ns = 6. Indeed, in order
for the half duplex UT transmission requirements to be fulfilled, the UT must
transmit and receive at least once in a frame period. Taking into account that
a traffic burst is received or transmitted in one timeslot and that reception and
transmission should be separated by a small guard time tg << Ts, a minimum
of 3 timeslots are required for a single path operation. Therefore, together with
the second path, which will establish diversity, 6 timeslots are required.
The timing of Traffic Channels is feasible through the window principle. A
reference window is defined as the sequence of three consecutive timeslots. Let
the window number be the same as the Absolute Timeslot Number (ATN) of
the first timeslot of the window. Windows serve as references at the surface
of the earth in order to describe the timing of transmitted and received Traffic
Channel (TCH) signals at the UT antenna interface. All windows with the
same window number are essentially synchronous everywhere on the earth. The
timing of all transmitted and received signals in the system is feasible through
a common timing reference, the “system time”. The system time is defined by
regularly spaced reference instants {t0, t1, . . . tn, tn+1, . . .}, which coincide with
the beginning of a timeslot [22]. By definition, the reference time interval n
is the time interval [tn, tn+1] and the reference window n is the time interval
[tn, tn+3].
The timing of Broadcast Channels (BCCH) is defined according to a periodic
cycle of Nb = 25 timeslots (frame) at the satellite antenna interface. At the
satellite antenna interface, the timeslots of this BCCH frame are aligned with
the reference time intervals. The BCCH burst is transmitted in one burst every
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BCCH frame. The timeslots used for BCCH transmission are numbered Nb ·n+
BCCH TN , where the BCCH timeslot number BCCH TN = 0 . . .Nb − 1.
3.3 Motivation and proposed scheme
The basic principle of Time Division and half duplex communication at the
UT antenna interface commands that the transmitted and received signals do
not overlap. The basic requirement to be fulfilled is that the transmitted and
received signals by a UT have to be accomodated in a given reference window.
This scheme allows for diversity when the following holds:
Fact :
The (GPS) Window number corresponding to one pair
of forward/reverse link TCH bursts at the UT
=(Window number for the second diversity link + Ns/2) mod Ns
In general, the two physical links are allocated in two cells belonging to two
different satellites and timing of signals is controlled independently in the two
windows.
In some cases, the transmit and receive time intervals are arranged sym-
metrically within a reference window. However, the actual relative position of
the transmitted and received bursts at a UT antenna interface and their po-
sition within a reference window depend on the propagation delay Tp between
the satellite and the UT. For different UTs the time delay varies within a cer-
tain range, T0 − δTp ≤ Tp ≤ T0 + δTp, around a nominal delay value T0, which
obviously corresponds to the symmetrical arrangement. A small guard time tg
accounts for transmit-receive switching, local oscillator re-tuning and residual
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Figure 3.1: Transmit-Receive traffic intervals in the case of diversity
timing errors and should be of the order of µsec. Generalizing the argument,
we can say that for any transmission-reception configuration scheme with guard
time tg and timeslot duration Ts:




Then, transmission and reception will begin at times
TTX = 6.25T + Tp − T0 (mod6) (3.4)
and
TRX = 1.75T + Tp − T0 (3.5)
Within a satellite footprint, time delay ranges between two extremes. To satisfy
the above requirements for all UTs irrespective of their position, many nominal
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values T0,i must be defined. Each of them comprises a class of traffic channels
Ci , whose delay lies in the range:
T0,i − δTp ≤ Tp ≤ T0,i + δTp (3.6)
System time is distributed from the SBS to the UTs via Control Channels.
The burst timing is pre-corrected by the SBSs so as to leave the satellite at
reference time in all cells. Thus, all channels belonging to the same delay class
are essentially aligned in the satellite antenna interface. The UT derives its own
timing reference from the signal received from the network, which will be delayed
by the propagation time between the satellite and the UT, Tp. Pictorially, each
nominal delay value corresponds to a contour on the surface of the earth, centered
in the subsatellite point and can be referred to as Delay Class.
The next issue that comes into question is what is the optimum (fixed) num-
ber κ of constant delay circles that should be defined. By adopting the Delay
Class concept under the constraint of combined full- and half-duplex communi-
cation capabilities, channel configuration can be redefined. A set of frequency
bands is assigned to each beam, which can be reused by another beam, provided
that cochannel interference constraints are not violated. Because the locations
of the contours within the satellite footprint on the surface of the earth have a
certain position with respect to the beam pattern in the footprint, every Class
serves a particular set of beams.
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3.4 Derivation of the exact position of Delay
Classes
The derivation of the exact position of the delay class contours on the earth
surface can be realized by utilizing either the Load Balancing concept or the
requiremnt of an efficient Delay Class handover scheme with a big handover
time margin.
3.4.1 The Load Balancing concept
Resources within a satellite footprint are assumed to belong to a pool and are
distributed on a per beam basis. Channels are assigned with Dynamic Channel
Allocation (DCA) schemes to account for non-geostationary satellite movement
and traffic variations. However, of particular importance is the fact that beams
obtain different shapes when projected on the earth surface due to the earth
curvature. Thus, beams close to the subsatellite point remain almost of circu-
lar shape, whereas beams close to the footprint edge become rather elliptical
and elongated. For uniformly distributed traffic on the footprint area, the ex-
pected number of calls served by outmost beams is greater because of their
coverage area. Despite DCA, this phenomenon may cause problems in QoS level
and efficient resource management. The Delay Class concept can be used as a
supplement to compensate for that by applying in essence the Load Balancing
principle to balance the distribution of mobiles along the footprint.
Suppose that a fixed number, κ, of Delay Classes has been defined. The total
number of Delay Classes will depend on the length of the overlap area between
the adjacent Delay Classes, which, in turn, reflects the waiting time tolerance for
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a call in order to be assigned to either class of channels. Assuming that all delay
Class handover requests concerning mobiles located in overlap areas between
two delay classes are queued, a relatively big overlap area allows enough time
tolerence for a delay class transition decision. The determination of the time
delays To,i corresponding to the delay classes (and therefore their position) is
accomplished using the Load Balancing principle as guideline. In the following, a
simple heuristic algorithm for the derivation of Delay Class positions is provided.
The idea of this algorithm is to ensure that the specific positions of the
delay classes divide the earth surface into zones with equal area, so as to be
consistent with traffic balancing on the earth surface, assuming uniform spatial
traffic distribution. We begin by defining a “cup” of height h0 on the earth
sphere, with areaA/κ, where A is the area of hemisphere and κ is the (predefined)
number of delay classes. We proceed by finding at each iteration the height
hj defining zone j, based on the equal zone area principle. The outcome of
the algorithm is a sequence of time delay values {To,n}
κ
n=1, denoting the exact
position of each delay class.
Algorithm A : Derivation of delay class positions
1. Define the minimum elevation angle θmin for an acceptable connection path.












3. For iteration j = 0 do steps 4-8.















Figure 3.2: Illustration of the first step of the algorithm for delay class delay
computation (Algorithm A).
5. Find the area of the “cup” A = 2πREh0
6. Compute the distances
a20 = R
2




0 + (H + h0)
2 = H2 + 2 (RE +H)h0 (3.9)





8. For the j-th iteration do steps 9-12
9. Select constant height
hj = A/(2πκRE) (3.11)
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2 = H2 + 2 (RE +H) j∑
i=0
hi (3.13)





3.4.2 Increased Handover time margin
The Delay Class system may be designed by having the handover time margin as
a performance measure. Delay class contours should be placed in such positions,
so that the delay class overlap regions are of a certain length, according to
system specifications. A big overlap region amounts to a greater time tolerance
for delay class handover, since the time margin in which the presumed transition
must take place is greater. Different treatment should also be applied for delay
classes belonging to beams near the subsatellite point than those serving edge
beams, the reason being that delay changes with a higher rate in the latter case.
Consider the maximum rate in which time delay changes, owing to the relative
movement of the mobile and the satellite as (dtd/dt)max, (measured in µsec/sec)
as it appears in edge beams. Assume also that the time margin associated with
a reliable delay class transition is set to Tmargin, depending upon several system










3.5 Delay Class determination for Resource al-
location
3.5.1 Problem Statement
In order for a new channel to be assigned to a call that will experience handover
or will be given diversity, the Handover Management (HOM) Software Unit of
the Land Satellite Resource Management System (LSRMS) must request the ap-
propriate resources from the Dedicated Channel Management (DChM) Software
Unit, while at the same time providing the satellite, beam and delay class to it.
DChM will then be able to allocate adequate resources to the call.
If the serving satellite remains the same after the handover event, i.e a beam
or delay class Handover occurs, the new delay class is known because the SBS
maintains the timing to the current satellite. However, in the event of a satellite
handover, synchronization is lost, owing to the independence of satellite syn-
chronization systems. The derivation of the delay class in the new satellite is
the cornerstone in continuing to keep track of the timing of the system. To this
end, the time delay from UT position to the new satellite is not available and
has to be computed by the HOM at the SBS.
Two methods can be used by the SBS to determine this delay:
• METHOD 1: The SBS can use the current available known estimate of
the UT position together with the satellite ephemeris data, to derive an
estimate of the delay.
• METHOD 2: The SBS can request a one-shot measurement report from
the UT. In that mode, the SBS provides the UT with the BCCH timeslot,
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nominal frequency and rough propagation delay information with respect
to the new satellite. The UT searches for and measures the new BCCH
relative to the serving satellite and reports the difference between the actual
and rough propagation delay, Tp− T̃p with respect to the new satellite back
to the SBS, which can now determine the new propagation delay with high
accuracy.
The first method is easier and faster to implement while the second one requires
additional bandwidth on the air interface for the transmission of messages and
is also time-consuming, but provides more accuracy. Therefore, the first should
be given priority and used whenever the known UT position is accurate enough
to provide a reasonable estimate of the delay and the second alternative should
be used in the opposite case.
3.5.2 Computation of the Tolerance Region
Each UT is characterized by a unique actual location on the earth and a
unique time delay to a satellite. However, only estimates of the above quantities
are available to the system. Estimated position is also referred to as known
position.
The case of a beam with two delay classes is considered (figure 3.3). De-
pending on the path delay value from the UT to the satellite, the UT can be
classified in one of the three regions. Because of the inaccuracy in the delay
evaluation, the UT may seem to reside in a different region from its actual one.
More explicitly:












Delay class 2 Delay class 1
Figure 3.3: Demonstration of the situation in a two–delay class spot beam with
the corresponding overlap region.
assigned either if the known UT position is in Region 2 or if the known
UT position is in Region 3 and delay class 2 is selected.
• If the UT’s actual position is in Region 2, then the wrong delay class is
assigned, either if the known UT position is in Region 1 or if the known
UT position is in Region 3 and delay class 1 is selected.
• If the UT’s actual position is in Region 3, then either of the two delay
classes can serve the call. In the worst case there will be two successive
delay class handovers without undesirable consequences to the connection
of the ongoing call.
Therefore, a real corruption of the call due to inappropriate delay class assign-
ment occurs only when the difference between the actual and the known position
corresponds to a difference in the time path delay greater than the length of the
overlap region.
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The correct delay class must be allocated to the call, so that the probability
of an erroneous resource assignment is minimized. Suppose that the destina-
tion beam has κi delay classes. The following procedure provides a heuristic in
determining the maximum allowed error in the UT position determination.












Figure 3.4: Algorithm A for tolerance region computation
1. Divide the set of beams in the satellite footprint into subsets B1, B2, . . . Bn
such that every beam in Bj has κj delay classes. All beams belonging
to subset Bj form a toroid. Subset Bn comprises essentially all outmost
beams and subset B1 includes only the nadir beam.
2. For each delay class i, serving beams of Bj find the time lengths of the
overlap regions:
xi,j = T0,i − T0,(i+1) − 2|δTp| , T0,i > T0,(i+1) (3.16)
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to account for the worst case scenario (the delay class with the smallest
overlap region). This is the maximum allowed tolerance between the actual
and the estimated time delay êmax,j = max|Tp − T̃p| for mobiles belonging
in beams of subset Bj .
4. Evaluate the corresponding tolerance in the UT-satellite path distance
∆dj = cêmax,j (3.18)
5. Consider the two “extreme” paths
d±ij = cT0,i ±∆dj , i = 1 . . . κj (3.19)
and the corresponding central angles
θ±i,j =











∣∣∣θ+i,j − θ−i,j∣∣∣ (3.21)





This denotes the maximum allowed error in the UT position determination as
will be described in the following.
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3.5.3 Derivation of the delay class assignment method
The following procedure describes the selection of the appropriate delay class
assignment method, which essentially is the reliable estimation of UT position.
The fact of crucial importance is whether the mobile’s known position is located
in the overlap region between two delay classes or not. If the mobile is not found
to reside in an overlap region, but can be unambiguously assigned to one delay
class, the only situation when there could be an incorrect assignment, would be
if the UT was near the border of regions 1 and 3 (point P, in figure 3.3) or near
the border of regions 2 and 3 (point Q, in figure 3.3) and the estimation error
was greater than the position error corresponding to the overlap region.
1. Execute Algorithm B above.
2. For each UT in the satellite footprint do steps 3-6.
3. Compute the actual time delay and Doppler.
4. Randomly generate delay and frequency values normally distributed and
estimate UT position.
5. Compute the earth great arc distance between the estimated and the true
UT position and determine where the known (estimated) UT position is
located.
6. Determine also the exact beam and beam subset Bj where the UT is lo-
cated. Thus the number of delay classes assosiated with this subset is
known.
• CASE A1 :Known position is in Region 1 or 2 and |UTact−UTknown| <
Lj . Method 1 should be used to find the delay.
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• CASE A2 :Known position is in Region 1 or 2 and |UTact−UTknown| ≥
Lj . Method 2 should be used to find the delay.
• CASE B1 :Known position is in Region 3 and |UTact − UTknown| <
min {τ1, τ2}. Method 1 should be used to find the delay.
• CASE B2 :Known position is in Region 3 and |UTact − UTknown| ≥
min {τ1, τ2}. Method 2 should be used to find the delay.
• Use the delay value to assign the call ultimately to a Delay Class
It should be mentioned that:
• In the case when the UT is located in an overlap area, the parameters
τ1 = T0,i+1 + δTp − T̃p (3.23)
τ2 = T̃p − (T0,i − δTp) (3.24)
are computed and the UT is supposed to be in the overlap region of delay
classes i and i+ 1, with T0,i > T0,(i+1).
• The property
|UTact − UTknown| > min {τ1, τ2} (3.25)
means that the error region covers Region 3 and part of 2 and/or 1.
By this algorithm the probability of an incorrect delay class assignment is exactly
zero and the resource assignment is realized in the most efficient way in terms















Figure 3.5: Angles computed for UT position determination
3.6 UT position determination
Assume that the vectors ~P (t) and ~S(t) represent the UT and the satellite
position and that Q is the vector (point) corresponding to the subsatellite point.
Define the following angles (figure 3.5)
• The distance angle a of the UT from the subsatellite point, reflecting UT
distance from satellite nadir.
• The azimuth angle b of a UT at the subsatellite point relative to the satellite
motion direction.






where T is the period of the satellite.
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3.6.1 UT position determination using Time delay and
frequency Doppler calculations
Denote by ~D(t) = ~S(t)− ~P (t) the distance vector from the UT to the satellite,
td the time delay from the UT to the satellite, fd the Doppler frequency because
of the relative movement and f the base frequency of the signal. Then the path
delay and Doppler offset for a radio signal traveling between the UT and the

























~S ′(t)− ~P ′(t)
]
(3.29)
Therefore, given a, b and w, the cartesian coordinates can be computed and the
above equations can be used to derive the time delay and Doppler. It is more




R2E + (RE +H)
2 − 2RE(RE +H) cos a
c
(3.30)
To calculate the Doppler, we convert the representation of ~P (t) from a, b and w
to cartesian coordinates. This conversion can be done in three steps:
1. Assuming that the subsatellite point Q is on the equator, on the Greenwich
meridian, and that the satellite orbit is in the x−y plane so that the ground
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track concides with the equator, compute the x, y, z coordinates of ~P .
xp,1 = RE cos a
yp,1 = RE sin a cos b
zp,1 = RE sin a sin b
(3.31)
2. Rotate ~P and ~Q with respect to the z-axis, so that Q has an angle w with
respect to the x axis.
xp,2 = xp,1 cosw − yp,1 sinw
yp,2 = xp,1 sinw + yp,1 cosw
zp,2 = zp,1
(3.32)
3. Assuming that the satellite orbit has an inclination angle of i , rotate ~P
and ~Q with respect to the x-axis by i degrees.
xp = xp,2
yp = yp,2 cos i− zp,2 sin i
zp = yp,2 sin i+ zp,2 cos i
(3.33)








cos a cosw − sin a cos b sinw
cos a sinw cos i+ sin a cos b coswcosi− sin a sin b sin i
cos a sinw sin i+ sin a cos b cosw sin i+ sin a sin b cos i

(3.34)
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The point ~Q can be considered to be a special point ~P with a = 0. The vector
~S is an extension of ~Q and can be expressed in terms of a, b, and c as:















With some algebraic manipulations we can show that
(~S − ~P )(~S ′ − ~P ′) = 2π(RE +H) sin a
(







Therefore, the Doppler can be computed as
Fd = −
2πRE(RE +H)f sin a
c
√
R2 + (RE +H)2 − 2RE(RE +H) cosa
(







Given the satellite position ~S, the measured time delay td and the measured
Doppler Fd, the position ~P of the UT can be determined as follows:
1. Calculate angle a by the equation
a = cos−1




2. Solve the equation 3.39 for b
3. Calculate w from equation 3.36
4. Convert the (a, b, w) representation of ~P to desired form (e.g. latitude and
longitude)
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3.6.2 Other means of determining UT position
In the previous section, the procedure of finding the UT position by using the
time delay and Doppler from one satellite has been explicitly presented. Addi-
tional accuracy is achieved by using the measurements of two satellites. Specif-
ically the following methods are used:
• METHOD I: Delay and Doppler from one satellite.
• METHOD II: One time delay and the differential delay measurement of
two satellites.
• METHOD III: One frequency and the differential delay measurement of
two satellites.
• METHOD IV: One time delay and the differential Doppler measurement
of two satellites.
• METHOD V: One frequency and the differential Doppler measurement of
two satellites.
• METHOD VI: The differential time delay and the differential Doppler
measurement of two satellites.
3.7 Simulations and results
To illustrate the performance of the UT position determination algorithm and
its impact on the correct delay class selection, experiments have been executed
for the ICO satellite system with signal base frequency f = 2.01GHz.
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We found that maxjκj = 3 in order to be consistent with the requirements
of the previous section. Therefore by using Algorithm A, the tolerance range for
the subset of beams with two and three delay classes were found to be 142km
and 24km respectively. Beams with one delay class are of no interest, since they
exhibit no delay class transitions. Therefore the results depicted in Table 3.1
can be used in the determination of percentage of times when each one of the
methods for the correct delay class determination can be used. If UT position
error is less than Lj for yj% of the times for some j, Method 1 can be used to
determine the new delay class for yj% of the times and Method 2 should be used
limitedly, for the rest (100 − yj)% of times. In particular, we can deduce the
following:
• Method 1 has excellent performance if the new beam has two delay classes,
irrespective of the utilized measurements. In that case it can be used al-
most entirely (97%−98%). Therefore considering measurements from two
satellites is not essential and can be avoided to reduce signalling overhead.
• If the new beam has three delay classes and measurements from one satel-
lite are used, Method 1 can be characterized relatively reliable, because it
attains fairly satisfactory results for 80%− 83% of the times, irrespective
of the measurement method. Method 2 can be utilized for 17% − 20% of
the times, depending on the measurement method.
• For the case of a three delay class beam, high performance can be reached
by Method 1 if differential delay measurements between two satellites are
used together with differential Doppler or time delay from one satellite.
In that case, Method 1 can be used almost exclusively. However, method
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1 exhibits moderate performance (64%) in a three delay class beam when
one frequency and the differential Doppler measurement from two satellites
are used.
• If the UT’s known position lies in the overlap region, Method 2 can be
used when the radius of the error region exceeds certain threshold values,
depending entirely on the known position. The percentage of times when
it is used is dependent on the instantaneous UT known position and time
delay can easily be calculated in a similar fashion.
To back up the analysis for handover described in previous sections, handover
rates in several locations on the earth, as well as on the entire surface have been
recorded. From figures 3.6- 3.9, we focus on particular locations on earth and
derive an approximation of the expected number of delay class handover rate. It
becomes evident that, after a transient period of about 2500 sec, beam handover
rates tend to stabilize (the number of beam handovers increases in an almost
linear fashion). Satellite and delay class handovers are subject to stabilizaton
up to a certain extend. Certainly, the number of transitions depends decisively
on the traffic induced on that particular location. In steady state, we observed
that about 3 and 30 delay class transitions per minute occur, when the traffic
is 1.69 calls/sec and 4.87 calls/sec respectively, a fact in favor of the conclusion
that under heavy traffic load, the number of transitions increases rapidly. Delay
class handover rate becomes in a way predictable, as the transition will occur
only within beams with more than one delay class. These kinds of graphs are
of great importance in resource planning and forecasting in different times of
the day. Similar graphs can be obtained for every hour of the day, given the
expected amount of traffic and its variations.
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Of interest is a comparison of the situation that arises if we adopt the max-
imum beam residence handover criterion. For a fixed square location on earth,
it was observed that beam handover rate was reduced from 25 handovers per
minute to 4 handovers per minute. Delay class handover increased in that case
as expected, from 2 − 3 transitions per minute up to 8 − 10 transitions, a fact
rather expected, since the UT resides in the beam location area the maximum
time and experiences all delay class transitions. In general, the grade at which
the delay class handover rate increases depends on whether the UT is located on
edge beams with more than one delay classes. Satellite handover rates remain
mostly unaffected after adoption of maximum beam residence criterion. From
figure 3.12 we obtain the order of magnitude of each of the aforementioned kinds
of transition for the entire earth.
Table 3.1: Percentage of times when the UT lies within a certain range for
different UT position determination methods.
Method in < 25km in < 50km in <100km in < 150km
Method I 82% 92% 96% 97%
Method II 90% 95% 97% 98%
Method III 84% 95% 98% 99%
Method IV 85% 94% 97% 99%
Method V 64% 93% 99% > 99%
Method VI 97% 93% > 99% > 99%
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Figure 3.6: Satellite, beam and delay class handovers at a region (15o, 30o) lon-
gitude, (15o, 30o) latitude, with 1.69 calls/sec .

































Figure 3.7: Satellite, beam and delay class handover rates at a region (15o, 30o)
longitude , (15o, 30o) latitude, with 1.69 calls/sec.
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Figure 3.8: Satellite, beam and delay class handovers at a region (60o, 75o) lon-
gitude, (15o, 30o) latitude, with 4.87 calls/sec.
































Figure 3.9: Satellite, beam and delay class handover rates at a region (60o, 75o)
longitude, (15o, 30o) latitude, with 4.87 calls/sec.
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SATELLITE, BEAM AND DELAY CLASS HANDOVER RATES (POSITION CRITERION)
Sat h/o
Beam h/o
D. cl.  h/o
Figure 3.10: Satellite, beam and delay class handover rates at a region (−15o, 0o)
longitude, (15o, 30o) latitude, with 0.92 calls/sec, by using the UT position as
the triggering event for handover.





























Figure 3.11: Satellite, beam and delay class handover rates at a region (−15o, 0o)
longitude, (15o, 30o) latitude, with 0.92 calls/sec, by using the maximum beam
residence time as the triggering event for handover.
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Joint base station and channel
allocation policies in linear cellular
networks
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Channel allocation policies
The limiting availability of radio spectrum imposes an inherent bound on the
capacity of a mobile cellular system. To maximize system capacity, effort should
focus on maximizing frequency reuse as much as possible. However, this may
increase the mutual interferences among the cellular users. To maintain a certain
quality of service, one has to keep the interference below a predefined level. This
requirement is translated into some compatibility constraints. Allocating the
channels in an efficient way which does not violate these constraints is the main
objective of the Channel Assignment Problem (CAP).
Several methods for efficient Channel Allocation in cellular networks have
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been proposed and studied in the literature. In the simple formulation of the
CAP, only cochannel interference is considered and the problem is known to
be equivalent to the classical Graph Coloring problem. Owing to the NP -
completeness of this problem [23], an exact search for the optimal solution is
impractical for a large-scale system. Therefore, most of the efforts are spent in
developping heuristics and approximation algorithms, a great portion of which
are based on graph theoretic expansions. Cell topology, reuse constraints and
cochannel interference limitations are depicted in graph modelling [24]- [28].
These algorithms can occasionally find optimal solutions, but in general provide
only suboptimal solutions, with no information on how far away they are from
the optimal one. Gamst [29] derives some lower bounds for the minimum num-
ber of channels required. An approach towards acquiring an analytical solution
of blocking probabilities in linear cellular systems is presented in [30].
One of the most important Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) policies in
cellular radio communication systems is the Maximum Packing policy, suggested
by Everitt and Macfadyen [31]. The Maximum Packing (MP) policy specifies
that a new call attempt is admitted, whenever there is some way of rearranging
channels, so that every call can be supported. Although its practical use is
limited because of a possible rearrangement of calls in progress on a global basis,
it has several advantages. In cases where MP is analytically tractable, it can be
used to compute exact blocking probabilities for a variety of system layouts and
traffic patterns. The performance of MP in linear networks with a reuse cluster
of two cells can be computed exactly by a recursive algorithm, as shown in [32].
Raymond [33] proved that in a linear network, it is possible to implement MP
without ever doing more than two rearrangements upon arrival of a new call,
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independently of the size of the network. MP algorithm in that case entails
minimum spectrum utilization. This proposition, however, cannot be extended
to other reuse constraint or to two-dimensional general networks. For a general
network of hexagonal cells, the worst case number of rearrangements between
two subsequent arrivals in any implementation of MP grows without bound with
the number of cells in the network.
Clique Packing (CP) was a policy also introduced by Raymond in [33], ac-
cording to which a new call is accepted if and only if the mobiles’ population in
any of the cliques in the system does not exceed the total number of available
channels in the system. A detailed treatment of CP is given in [34], where an
approximation formula to calculate the blocking probability is derived.
4.1.2 Load Balancing
Load Balancing is a possible guiding principle for resource allocation, whereby
the load is allocated across resources as evenly as possible. It should be noted
however that in some situations it may not be efficient. For example, consider
the situation of twelve users and two base stations, such that each base station
can handle four or fewer users perfectly, but a base station fails completely if five
or more users are assigned to it. Then it is preferable to allocate four users to
one station and eight to the other (so that at least four users are satisfied) than
to balance the load by assigning six users to each station, (so that no users are
satisfied). It is known that Load Balancing can be an effective allocation strategy,
when the associated cost is convex (or the reward concave) as a function of the
allocated loads.
In [35] several routing policies for arriving customers towards a number of
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queues are proposed and compared. Those policies are periodic routing, Random
routing, Join-the-Shortest-Queue (JSC) routing and also cyclic and time-varying
routing.
In [36] the Static and Dynamic Load Balancing problems are defined. The
dynamic allocation problem is formulated as an optimal control problem with
a longterm average quadratic cost to be minimized within a set of practical
controls. Least Loaded Routing (LLR) is a simple control, which assigns each
call to the location with the lightest possible load. Asymptotic optimality of LLR
is proved for large arrival rates. In the case of finite capacity resources, Least
Relatively Loaded Routing (LRLR) is the regime which leads to minimization
of blocking probability.
4.1.3 The joint base station and channel allocation prob-
lem
Overlapping coverage areas of nearby base stations arise naturally in cellular
communication systems, especially in small-cell, high-capacity microcellular con-
figurations. Calls arising in the common area of cells have access to channels
at more than one base station. With an appropriate control strategy, a call
may select the base station to establish a connection and contribute to efficient
spectrum management. In this case the problems of base station and channel
assignment arise jointly.
We address the problem in a linear cellular system, where cells are arranged
in a linear array. Each base station provides coverage to a certain area, its
cell, and the coverage areas of neighboring base stations are overlapping. A call
generated in the overlap area of two base stations may choose which base station
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to use for the connection, while a call generated in an area from where a single
base is only accessible will have to establish connection using that base.
We consider the base station and channel assignment problems jointly, aiming
to a policy that will result in minimization of utilized number of channels. We
present two algorithms in this context: The first one expands the Load Balanc-
ing principle in clique populations and will be hereafter referred to as Sequential
Clique Load Balancing (SCLB). The second one can be visualized as an ap-
plication of Inverse Water-Filling argument to clique population balancing and
will be refered to as Clique Load Balancing with Inverse Water-Filling (CLB-
IWF). These two algorithms are shown to be equivalent in effect. In a dynamic
environment, we unify SCLB and CLB-IWF into CLB-DA, which comprises Dy-
namic Allocation. CLB-DA is compared with the classical Least Loaded Routing
(LLR) and the Random Routing assignment policies. It can be concluded that
CLB-DA outperforms classic LLR, attaining smaller blocking probability.
In section 4.2 we formulate the problem of minimum utilized spectrum as
the minimization of the maximum clique and in section 4.3 we present basic
definitions that will be used throughout our study. In section 4.4 we consider
the problem in the context of Load Balancing and formulate it as a Quadratic
Programming one. Section 4.5 describes the transition to SCLB and CLBIWF
algorithms for static loads. Those algorithms are explicitly analyzed and com-
pared in sections 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. In section 4.9 the channel allocation procedure
is investigated separately, as a phycical continuation of base station assignment.
Section 4.10 extends the joint problem in a dynamic realistic environment. Fi-
nally, in section 4.11 comparative performance results between our method and
some other methods are provided.
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4.2 Problem formulation
When a call request appears in a region of a cellular network, the twofold ques-
tion of its routing to the appropriate base station and its being assigned to a
specific channel arises. First, the mobile should be assigned to the appropriate
base station. Potential failure results most probably in call corruption due to in-
sufficient signal strength. Accordingly, resources like timeslot and/or frequency
have to be assigned to a call to establish connection.
We distinguish between type-1 and type-2 mobiles (calls). Type-1 calls are
definitely assigned to the Base Station in whose location area they belong and
channels are assigned to them by some Dynamic or Fixed Channel Allocation
technique (DCA or FCA). However, the situation is different with type-2 calls
which arise in an overlap area. In that case the mobile may be assigned to either
of the base stations and at most a handover from one base station to the other
will occur, without any further undesirable consequences to the call. Therefore,
the determination of the base station to which a type-2 mobile will be routed is
itself pointless, unless a new goal to be fulfilled is introduced.
Base station allocation in that case can be realized in the context of efficient
resource assignment. The number of utilized channels within a cell is directly af-
fected by base station allocation of type-2 mobiles and a least resource-consuming
policy will result in the minimum number of channels being utilized. For a linear
cellular network with reuse distance R = 2, channel reuse constraints instruct
that a channel serving a call at a base station i cannot be simultaneously serving
any call residing in any of the neighboring cells i−1 or i+1. The ultimate num-
ber of utilized channels in the system is equal to the maximum of the sums of
the populations of any two adjacent cells. Therefore, the problem of allocating
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the mobiles to the appropriate base station with an outlook of achieving the
minimum consumption of spectrum, can be mathematically stated as follows:
minimize max
i
(ci + ci+1) (4.1)
where ci and ci+1 are the populations of of two adjacent cells, which get enhanced
upon assignment of a type-1 or a type-2 mobile to the corresponding base station.
4.3 Definitions
The following definitions are used throughout the chapter:
• Linear Network : A linear network is a cellular network where cells are
arranged in a linear array (Fig 4.1).
... ...1 2 i-1 i i+1 N-1 N
Figure 4.1: Cells arranged in a linear array.
• Interference cells : Consider cells u and υ. They are said to interfere with
each other if the use of a frequency in u prohibits the use of the same
frequency in υ and vice versa. In that case u is called an interference cell
of υ. Interference is obviously an equivalence relation between two cells.
• Reuse Distance : The reuse distance R between two cells i and j is the
minimum cell separation index such that a channel can be simultaneously
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used in i and j. In order for the latter to happen we should have |i−j| ≥ R.
It is assumed that cells c ε C have been indexed.
• Clique of cells : A clique Q of cells is a subset of C with the property that
each cell of Q is an interference cell of all cells in Q. For example, in a
linear network with reuse distance R = 2 the clique i consists of cells i and
i+ 1.
• Clique population : We define the population qi of clique i as the sum of
the populations of the cells comprising the clique.
• Maximum Clique of cells : A Maximum Clique of cells is traditionally the
clique containing the maximum number of cells. A maximum clique is
always defined with reference to a reuse distance and a cell. In a linear
network with fixed reuse distance R = 2 the maximum clique always con-
sists of two cells. By convention we will define the maximum clique as that
clique Qi having the maximum population.
• Types of mobiles : The type-1 mobiles are those for which there is no
ambiguity as to which base station they will be assigned. Type-2 mobiles
on the contrary are situated on the overlap area between two cells.
• Clique population vector :
Q = (q1, q2, . . . qN−1) (4.2)
• The cell population vector :
C = (c1, c2, . . . cN) (4.3)
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• The overlap area population vector :
Ĉ = (ĉ1, ĉ2, . . . ĉN−1) (4.4)
• The remaining load vector :
` = (`1, `2, . . . `N−1) (4.5)
4.4 Mathematical formulation of the problem
4.4.1 Notational conventions
We define the present problem in terms of a consumer demand network, in a way
similar to that presented in [36], with some obvious modifications to comply
with the clique environment in the network. The notational conventions are
Any linear network can be visualized as a consumer demand network, denoted
by (U ,Q,N ). We define the following entities:
• N is the number of cells in the system, and M = N − 1 is the number of
cliques.
• U will denote the set of consumer types, which, in our case is considered to
be the set of all disjoint regions in the system. U is the union of two sets
U1 and U2, which denote the non-overlap and overlap areas respectively.
• Q will denote the set of locations, which in our case is essentially the set
of all cliques (cell pairs) i. Thus the i-th clique iεQ consists of the cells i
and i+ 1.
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• A demand for this network is a vector (m(u) : uεU) εRU+ or (λ(u) :
uεU)εRU+, where R
U
+ is the set of nonnegative real valued vectors with
the index set U . The first notation is valid in the static case, while the
second one is applicable in the dynamic case.
• An assignment fυ,u meets the consumer demand m if :
∑
υ
fυ,u = m(u) ∀uεU (4.6)
where the summation is with respect to all cliques directly affected (loaded)
by the assignment.
• The base load b or a priori load at each location υεQ is the already existing
load at location υ, before any assignment takes place. It denotes in essence
the initial clique load qi = ci + ci+1 + ĉi
• The load x at each location υεQ corresponding to the assignment f is given
by
x(υ) = b(υ) +
∑
uεU
fυ,u , υεQ (4.7)
4.4.2 Proof of convergence
We formulate the Load Balancing problem when resources are only available in
integral numbers of units, as it is applicable in the case of mobiles served by
channels within the cells. The solution to this integral assignment problem is
Let Φ0 be a convex function on Z+, the set of non-negative integers and define






where x is the load vector. Consider now the problem of finding an assignment
vector f that solves the following optimization problem:
Problem P0:
minimize { J0(f): f is an integral assignment, meeting demand m }
Consider also the corresponding continuous-time problem:
Problem P :
minimize { J(f): f is an assignment, meeting demand m }
where J(f) is the corresponding cost function for the continuous case. The








where M is the number of cliques in the system, M = N − 1.
V (x) is minimized when f is a solution to problem P for Φ0(k) = k
2. Given
the assignment f for problem (P ), let Tuf denote the new assignment that
results by minimizing J(f) with respect to fυ,u for u and (fυ,u′ : u
′ 6= u, υεQ)
fixed, subject to the constraint (4.6).
Let f (0) be an arbitrary assignment meeting demand m and let (si)i≥1 be a






f (i+1) = Tsif
(i) (4.10)
Then the following Theorem from [37] holds for problem (P ) :
Theorem 1 The cost J(f (i)) is monotone nonincreasing in i and converges to
the minimum cost for Problem (P ).
The above is applied in the case of the SCLB algorithm, where a conver-
gence to the optimum cost is achieved. The reduction of the integral assignment
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problem (P0) to (P ) from [37] is utilized.
4.4.3 Non-linear Programming formulation
The Clique Load Balancing principle can be shown to be equivalent to that of
minimizing the variance of the clique loads (populations), given by equation (4.9)
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Figure 4.2: Clique assignment heuristic.
We consider the situation of the SCLB algorithm, where only clique loading is
involved. Consider the situation depicted in figure 4.2. Each clique i, i > 1, can
be loaded by the two adjacent overlap areas, namely the overlap area of mobiles
ĉi−1 and that of mobiles ĉi+1. The first clique (indexed i = 1) can be loaded only
from (a portion of) the overlap area of mobiles ĉ2 and the last clique (indexed
i = N − 1) is loaded only from (a portion of) the overlap area of mobiles ĉN−2.
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For each clique i consider the assignment pair (fi,1, fi,2), where fi,1 denotes
the number of calls assigned to clique i from the adjacent overlap area on the left
of the clique i and fi,2 indicates the calls assigned to clique i from the adjacent
overlap area on the right of the clique i (figure 4.2. Define now the 2 × M
assignment matrix:
F =
 f1,1 f2,1 . . . fi,1 . . . fM,1
f1,2 f2,2 . . . fi,2 . . . fM,2
 (4.12)
with f1,1 = fN−1,2 = 0 , because cliques indexed 1 and N−1 form the boundaries
of the system. Define also the a priori load vector b(υ), υεQ, which denotes the
mobiles which unavoidably load that clique. For each clique i we can write the
load xi as
xi = yFei + bi = fi,1 + fi,2 + bi (4.13)
where y is the 1×2 vector y = [1 1] and ei is the unit coordinate vector of length
M containing a “1” in the i-th position ans 0’s elsewhere.
To pose the constraints for the problem, we recall the fact that a clique
(location) is loaded only by the adjacent overlap areas. For such an overlap area
with ĉi mobiles, a portion fi−1,2 is assigned to clique i − 1 (base station i) and
a portion fi+1,1 is assigned to clique i+ 1 (base station i+ 1). We can therefore
write
ĉi = fi−1,2 + fi+1,1 i = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 1 (4.14)
ĉ1 = α+ f2,1 , ĉN−1 = fN−2,2 + β (4.15)
where α and β are slack variables. The physical meaning of α is that not all of
ĉ1 is assigned to clique 2, since some calls are assigned to base station 1, which
belongs to clique 1 and similarly can the meaning of the variable β be derived.
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]
Our goal is to formulate the above equation in terms of the M × 1 vectors
b, x so that an expression suited for Mathematic Programming can be obtained.















+b2b1 + b3b2 + . . .+ bMbM−1 + b1bM +
+b3b1 + b4b2 + . . .+ bMbM−2 + b1bM−1 + b2bM +
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+ (4.17)
+bM−1b1 + bMb2 + b1b3 + b2b4 + . . . bM−3bM−1 + bM−2bM +











bi = (bi+1, bi+2, . . . , bM , b1, . . . , bi)
T
, b0 = b (4.19)
Next observe that the “shifted” vectors bi are produced by the basic vector b
with the following rule :










Ei = Λ (4.22)







































k, ` = 1, 2 (4.25)



























Now set f1 = x and f2 = y. Then the initial problem of minimizing the






subject to : Ax+By = Ĉ















bTΛb+ xTΛx+ yTΛy + 2xTΛy + 2bTΛx+ 2bTΛy
)
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This problem is identified as a Quadratic Programming problem with a linear






The existence of the inverse matrices can be disputed by the following fact:
For cliques 1 and N − 1 there are no contributions from the overlap regions
located on the left and on the right of them, namely, f1,1 = fN−1,2 = 0, and
therefore A and/or B have a row of zeros, a fact that excludes the existence
of A−1 or B−1. We circumvent this restriction by assuming that inverses exist,
as there will exist some portion of mobiles α and β that will be assigned to
those base stations. The above problem can then obtain the form of a Quadratic
Programming (QP) problem
minimize V (x) (4.30)
subject to x ≥ 0
with V (x) of the form






































































The QP problem can be solved with some standard Non-Linear Programming or
Quadratic Programming algorithm, such as Convex-Simplex Method, Conjugate
Direction (CSM-CD) or the Complementary Pivoting algorithm [38], [39]. The
continuous, non-integer solution can then be rounded to the closest integer to
comply with the integer assignment constraint problem.
4.5 The transition to SCLB and CLBIWF al-
gorithms
In the previous section we formulated the Clique Load Balancing problem as a
Quadratic Programming one, which can be solved by standard methods. One
could argue that in a realistic environment, this problem can be encountered in
the same way, by solving succesive Quadratic Programming problems at every
time instant. This approach however is impractical for a system with a relatively
high number of cells, as complexity of computations rises exponentially. An
algorithm suited to work in a real-time environment is required. To this end,
the above mentioned SCLB and CLBIWF algorithms come into stage.
Consider a linear network consisting of N cells, indexed with integer numbers
1 to N. Assume also that a population of mobiles c1, c2 . . . cN and ĉ1, ĉ2 . . . ĉN−1
is established. Concerning the definition of the clique population for the clique
Qi , two alternatives exist:
qi = ci + ci+1 + ĉi (4.35)
qi = ci + ci+1 + ĉi−1 + ĉi + ĉi+1 (4.36)
The above duality arises from the question of base station assignment of
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type-2 mobiles. The key fact is that those mobiles cannot be counted as mobiles
belonging to a clique unless they are ultimately assigned to one of the two base
stations. For the clique i it is evident that ĉi mobiles should be definitely counted
towards the clique population, since those mobiles will be assigned to either of
the base stations i or i + 1. This is not the case however for mobiles ĉi−1 and
ĉi+1. Mobiles ĉi−1 may be assigned either to base i − 1 (thus affecting clique
i − 2) or to base i (thus affecting clique i). Similarly, mobiles ĉi+1 are assigned
either to base i + 2 (thus affecting clique i + 2) or to base i + 1 (thus affecting
clique i).
SCLB algorithm considers the first alternative for clique populations, while
CLBIWF assumes the second alternative to hold. The performance of both
algorithms is analyzed in the following sections.
For each clique i and before the k-th algorithm iteration we define the fol-
lowing quantities:
• The clique population q(k)i
• The base station population c(k)i , with c
(0)
i = ci
• The overlap region population ĉ(k)i , with ĉ
(0)
i = ĉi
• The load that needs to be removed from a clique, `(k)i , so that no mobile
remains unassigned.











4.6 The SCLB Algorithm for static loads
Taken into consideration the existing channel reuse constraints in the system, the
number of channels that will finally be utilized is determined from the maximum
clique population. To minimize the number of channels, an efficient policy should
focus on appropriate assignment of type-2 mobiles, since only the assignment of
those mobiles influences clique populations.
We propose an algorithm which is based on the idea of Load Balancing. The
clique is assumed to have a predefined number of mobiles: the mobiles assigned
to each of the two base stations of the clique and the mobiles generated in the
corresponding overlap region, according to equation 4.35. In addition to those,
a number of mobiles, generated by a splitting mechanism, augments the clique
population each time. Those mobiles are generated in the overlap areas adjacent
to the clique, according to figure 4.2 The splitting mechanism decides how many
of those will be assigned to each clique.
We begin from a random initial splitting of the mobiles to the base stations, so
that each base station and each clique are assigned an initial population. It can
be proved that this initial assignment does not affect the ultimate convergence
of the algorithm. At each iteration the assigned mobiles are subtracted from the
corresponding cells and they are reassigned to them, so that cliques are locally
balanced. The algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations, when all
clique populations remain unaltered after two subsequent assignments.
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4.6.1 Algorithm Description
For each iteration k and for each clique i, define a number of mobiles y
(k),+
i ,
denoting the number of mobiles assigned to clique i (cell i + 1) from its right
overlap area of this clique (i.e from the area containing ĉi+1 calls) and a number
of mobiles y
(k),−
i , denoting the number of mobiles assigned to clique i (cell i)
from its left overlap area (i.e from the area containing ĉi−1 calls). The following





i+1 = ĉi (4.38)












The consecutive steps of the algorithm are presented below:
1. In the original setup we assign the initial clique populations as follows:
q
(0)
i = ci + ci+1 + ĉi i = 1, 2, 3 . . .N − 1 (4.40)
2. For each overlap region population ĉi , produce a random number yi < ĉi
and assign yi mobiles to base station i (clique i− 1) and the rest ĉi− yi to
base i+ 1 (clique i+ 1). The populations of the affected cells and cliques
are updated accordingly. The overlap areas indexed 1 and N − 1 require a
special treatment:
• For the overlap area indexed 1, produce a random number y1 < ĉ1
and assign y1 mobiles to base station 1 (clique 1) and the rest ĉ1− y1
to base 2 (clique 2), noting that in that case only clique 2 receives
additional load.
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• For the overlap area indexed N−1, produce a random number yN−1 <
ĉN−1 and assign yN−1 mobiles to base station N − 2 (clique N − 2)
and the rest ĉN−1 − yN−1 to base N − 1 (clique N − 1), noting that
in that case only clique N − 2 receives additional load.
3. From all cells remove the assigned mobiles from the previous iteration and
therefore reduce the clique populations:
ci → ci − y
(k−1),+
i−1 (4.41)
qi−1 → qi−1 − y
(k−1),+
i−1 (4.42)
ci+1 → ci+1 − y
(k−1),−
i+1 (4.43)
qi+1 → qi+1 − y
(k−1),−
i+1 (4.44)
4. For each overlap area containing mobiles ĉj , perform steps 5-7.
5. Choose the minimum of the adjacent cliques, min{qj−1, qj+1}. Suppose for
example that qj−1 < qj+1.
6. Start assigning mobiles to clique j− 1 (base station j) until the two clique
populations are equal to each other, or until all mobiles ĉj are exhausted.
7. If after executing step 6, there are mobiles left in the overlap area, start
assigning those interchangeably to cliques qj−1 and qj+1.
8. Record the clique population vector Q(k) after the end of the k-th itera-
tion and compare it to the corresponding vector Q(k−1) after the previus
iteration.
9. Terminate the algorithm if Q(k) = Q(k−1).
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4.7 The CLBIWF Algorithm for static loads
i-2 i-1 i i+1
clique i-1 clique i+1
clique i
i+2
Figure 4.3: Clique unloading
The CLBIWF algorithm is based on the idea of Clique Load Balancing
through clique unloading. A call among ĉi belongs to both cliques i − 1 and
i+ 1. At each iteration of the algorithm, the clique with the maximum popula-
tion is detected (say clique i). Accordingly, clique i gets unloaded by assigning
the overlap area mobiles to adjacent base stations not included in the present
clique, i.e base stations i− 1 and i+ 2, in our case. The clique is unloaded until
the next higher clique load level is reached and the algorithm proceeds similarly
in each iteration, by unloading the clique(s) with the higher population. The
procedure ends when all cliques have been unloaded and there exists no unas-
signed mobile left. The procedure obviously resembles Inverse Water-filling, a
term established from Information Theory [40].
Clique unloading itself is feasible by selecting the greater of the two adjacent
overlap areas, in terms of the remaining load they contain, and accordingly
assign them to the base stations not included in the clique. This policy ensures
the even and smooth clique unloading. If one of the two adjacent overlap areas
contains no load to be removed, only the other overlap area is unloaded. Each
time an unloading event takes place, all changes involving increase in certain cell
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populations or decrease in clique loads are recorded. Of particular importance
is the fact that no clique is loaded, since all mobiles in overlap areas belong to
all cliques i − 1, i and i + 1. After termination of the algorithm, the system is
“balanced” as far as clique populations is concerned.
4.7.1 Algorithm description
In the original setup we assign the initial clique populations and loads as follows:
q
(0)
i = ci + ci+1 + ĉi−1 + ĉi + ĉi+1, i = 2, 3 . . .N − 2 (4.45)
q
(0)
1 = c1 + c2 + ĉ1 + ĉ2 (4.46)
q0(N−1) = cN−1 + cN + ĉN−2 + ĉN−1 (4.47)
while for the loads we have the initial conditions
`
(0)
i = ĉi−1 + ĉi+1 i = 2, 3 . . .N − 2 (4.48)
`
(0)
1 = ĉ1 (4.49)
`
(0)
N−1 = ĉN−2 (4.50)
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. For each algorithm iteration k do steps 2-5.




3. Obtain an ordering of those cliques, q(1), q(2), . . . q(mk) in non-decreasing












where qi∗ = q(1).
5. Start unloading this clique, until the next higher population level is reached,
or until all the load is exhausted, i.e until q(1) = q(2), or `
(k)
i∗ = 0. Unloading
is achieved according to the procedure CLIQUE UNLOADING.
6. Continue with iteration k + 1 and stop at iteration k∗ when `
(k∗)
i = 0 for
all i.
The CLIQUE UNLOADING procedure at the k-th iteration consists of the fol-
lowing steps (assume i = i∗):
To decide on which of the two overlap areas corresponding to the clique to un-
load, find the maximum of the populations of these areas, i.e find max{ĉi−1, ĉi+1}.
There exist two cases:
• Case I: ĉi−1 > 0 , ĉi+1 > 0 and ĉi−1 > ĉi+1 OR ĉi+1 = 0
• Case II: ĉi−1 > 0 . ĉi+1 > 0 and ĉi−1 < ĉi+1, OR ĉi−1 = 0,
For case I we continue as follows:
1. Assign a mobile from ĉi−1 to base station i− 1, with the following impact:





i−1 − 1 (4.52)





i − 1 (4.53)
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i − 1 (4.54)






i−1 + 1 (4.55)






i−2 − 1 (4.56)
For case II we proceed in a similar fashion with case I
1. Assign a mobile from ĉi+1 to base station i+2, with the following impacts:





i+1 − 1 (4.57)





i − 1 (4.58)





i − 1 (4.59)






i+2 + 1 (4.60)
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i+2 − 1 (4.61)
In the case of the boundary clique 1, only the mobiles ĉ2 constitute the load
to be removed from the clique and similarly for clique N − 1, only mobiles ĉN−2
can be removed. Those special cases should be taken into consideration.
4.8 Comparison of SCLB and CLBIWF
Cliques: 1 2 3 4 5
10 4 13 6 12 5 14 3 11 5 10
Figure 4.4: The linear network for the comparison of the two algorithms
We consider a linear cellular network consisting on N = 6 cells and cell and
overlap area populations as shown in figure 4.4. The results obtained after the
execution of SCLB and CLBIWF algorithms are shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2
at the end of the chapter. It turns out that the final clique population vector
is identical for both cases, Q = (32, 32, 32, 32, 29). Therefore, the minimum
number of channels that should be utilized are 32 for both cases. In general,
the performance of the two algorithms is the same with respect to the minimum
number of channels.
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The two algorithms are based on different initializations but converge to
the same result. SCLB algorithm assumes that the effect of the overlap region
assignments to a base station is the loading of two cliques and no clique is
unloaded. On the other hand, CLBIWF algorithm implements the overlap region
assignments by unloading two cliques (or one, in the boundaries). The SCLB
algorithm itself is however of lower complexity and also appears more flexible in
being applied in the case of a real-time environment.
Let us focus on the behavior of the cost function J (k). In the case of the
CLBIWF algorithm, it is obvious that J (k) is non-increasing with k, as cliques
get unloaded, and there the convergence is evident. For the SCLB algorithm
in the example of figure 4.4, we recorded the following evolution of cost, which
serves as a verification to theorem 1.
5267 → 5227 → 5209 → 5203 → 4947
4947 → 4945 → 4937 → 4937 END
4.9 Channel allocation
Assume that the first half of our objective has been realized, namely all mobiles
have been assigned to a base station in the above analyzed context of Clique Load
Balancing. At that stage, clique populations can be determined with accuracy
and are balanced in the maximum possible extent. The next task is to allocate
channels to mobiles, taking into consideration the base station they belong to.





qi = ci + ci+1 (4.63)
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because now there are no unassigned mobiles in the overlap areas. We claim that
any mobile population configuration in the cells can be accomodated by using
this number of channels.
Assume that i = i∗, so that q∗i = maxi qi. Divide the set of indexed cells into
two disjoint subsets
C1 = ci∗−2κ . . . , ci∗−2ci∗ , ci∗+2 . . . ci∗+2κ
C2 = ci∗−2κ+1 . . . , ci∗−1, ci∗+1 . . . ci∗+2κ+1
(4.64)
Given the reuse constraint R = 2, channels may be reused within the set
C1 or within the set C2 of cells. It is straightforward that, after completion of
the aforementioned base station allocation strategy, there are two possible cases




{ci∗±2κ} AND ci∗+1 = max
κ
{ci∗±2κ+1} (4.65)
In this case, a portion of the ci∗ channels will be reused in cells ci∗±2κ and a
portion of the ci∗+1 channels will be reused to cells ci∗±2κ+1. For example,
consider a linear network of four cells after the base station allocation, so
that
c1 = 15, c2 = 16, c3 = 17, c4 = 18 (4.66)
The number of channels utilized is determined by the maximum clique q3
and is 35. For calls in cell 1, 15 out of 17 channels will be reused, whereas




{ci∗±2κ} OR ci∗+1 = max
κ
{ci∗±2κ+1} , but NOT both (4.67)
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Notice that at least one of these conditions hold, otherwise the maximum




In that case, the allocation procedure is slighly more complicated. The
standard reuse procedure is followed for cells ci∗+2κ+1. The assumption
that only one of the above conditions holds, but not both, is equivalent to
saying that there exists at least one cell index m, even, such that cm >
ci∗. The fact that qi∗ is the maximum clique means that cm−1 < ci∗+1
and cm+1 < ci∗+1, otherwise the maximum clique would be qm−1 or qm
respectively. Since
ci∗+1 − cm+1 ≥ cm − ci∗ (4.69)
ci∗+1 − cm−1 ≥ cm − ci∗ (4.70)
a portion of the unreused channels ci∗+1 − cm+1 (or the ci∗+1 − cm−1) can
be used for the cm − ci∗ calls of cell m. The rest of the mobiles in cell m
can be assigned reused channels.
For example for a linear network with five cells, such that: c1 = 17 ,
c2 = 18, c3 = 16, c4 = 17 and c5 = 18, we see that the maximum clique is
q4 with 35 channels. We reuse 16 out of the 18 channels for calls of cell 3
and 17 out of 18 channels for calls of cell 1. Now, for the 18 calls of cell
2, reuse the 17 channels of cell 4. For the remaining one mobile, use the
channel belonging to the set of 18 channels of cell 5 that has not been used
neither to cell 3 nor to cell 1.
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4.10 Algorithms for joint Base Station and chan-
nel allocation for dynamic loads
In the previous sections the joint problem of base station and channel allocation
has been considered in a static environment, namely a fixed number of mobiles
was considered for each region in the linear cellular network and the SCLB and
CLBIWF algorithms resulted in the accomodation of all mobiles in the base
stations, so that the minimum number of channels was utilized. It was deduced
that the performance of the two algorithms is equivalent.
In a real environment however, everything evolves dynamically. Call arrivals
and departures from the system obey a specific policy and the problem now
becomes to assign type-2 mobiles to base stations, taking into consideration
their occupancy in a specific time instant. The goal remains the minimization
of the consumed resources in the network, however, the issue of call blocking
probability comes into question. Ideally, we would like to optimize network
performance with respect to both the aforementioned parameters, but this is
not feasible, as extra bandwidth must be sacrificed in order to ensure higher
level Quality of Service (which translates into low enough blocking probability).
SCLB and CLBIWF algorithms are merged into one algorithm, the Clique
Load Balancing-Dynamic Allocation (CLB-DA) algorithm. This unification is
absolutely legitimate, since the two algorithms are shown to be equivalent in
effect. Least Loaded Routing (LLR) allocation policy performance for dynamic
loads is also depicted and compared to CLB-DA algorithm. It can be deduced
that CLB-DA outperforms LLR. The other simple algorithm applied for dy-
namic loads involves static allocation and will be hereafter referred to as Static
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Allocation (SA) or Random routing algorithm.
The extension of the algorithms to the dynamic case is obvious. Dynamic
Allocation procedure involves sequential assignment and reassignment of calls of
the overlap regions to the neighboring base stations, using Clique Load Balancing
as a guiding rule. This procedure takes place at any time instant tk and considers
the system parameters and traffic at that specific time point.
LLR Allocation procedure is similar to the one proposed in [Hajek]. A mobile
in the overlap region is routed only once to this base station which currently
serves fewer calls. The selection of the appropriate base station is made out of
the two neighboring base stations which are eligible to serve the call.
Static Allocation simply assigns a call of the overlap region in one of the
neighboring base stations, which are eligible to offer support to the call. The
assignment is random and is made only once.
4.10.1 Call blocking
After the basic setup, we consider the blocking of a call, which is caused owing
to finite capacity of the system. Calls are generated independently according to
a Poisson distribution with the arrival rates appropriately scaled to account for
the overlap and the non-overlap region traffic intensities and they are attached
to a list, in which all active calls on the system are maintained. To investigate
the blocking probability of a call, we need to distinguish between the case when
a call is generated in an overlap or non-overlap region and whether it is located
in a middle or an edge area (overlap or non-overlap). It becomes obvious that
blocking is related to clique population at the time the call arrives in the system.
Therefore, we define the event Ki as the event that the population of the i-th
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clique exceeds NCH , i.e
Ki = {qi ≥ NCH} (4.71)
Consider a call generated in a non-overlap region (cell) i such that 1 < i < N ,
i.e the call is not located in either of the two boundary regions. Upon arrival,
this call will unavoidably load cliques i − 1 and i. Therefore, it is blocked and
removed from the system when either of the two cliques is full, or when both are
full. In other words, there exists blocking whenever cone (or both) cliques i− 1
, i have the maximum population, namely when the event
Ω1 = Ki ∪Ki−1 (4.72)
takes place, where NCH is the maximum number of channels in the system and
is reflected on the population of the maximum clique.
In the case where the call is generated in the first (last) non-overlap regions,
blocking occurance is equivalent to declaring that only event K1 (only event
KN−1) suffices to consider a call blocked.
Calls generated in overlap areas are considerably fewer than those in non-
overlap areas but they are treated differently, due to the fact that there exists
ambiguity as to which clique will be loaded. Only after the assignment algorithm
is executed, is the loaded cell (and consequently, the loaded clique) determined.
Assume again, as before that the overlap region j is such that 1 < j < N − 1.
Then the call may be assigned to cell j (in which case clique j − 1 will be
loaded) or to cell j + 1 (in which case clique j + 1 will be loaded). Apparently,
clique j will always be affected. If qj < NCH , it is proved that there always
exists a channel arrangement so that the call will be accomodated within the
specified bandwidth. As a result, the call will be blocked if there exists no
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channel available to be allocated to it. But even if clique j is not the maximum
clique, the call may be blocked if both the adjacent cliques j − 1 and j + 1 are
full. Therefore, in that case, blocking occurs when the following event occurs:
Ω2 = Kj ∪ (Kj−1 ∩Kj+1) (4.73)
Regarding calls in the first (last) overlap region, only events K1 (KN−1) can
register a call as blocked. For the first overlap region, if q1 < NCH and q2 ≥ NCH
then, by construction, the call will be routed to cell 1 and clique 2 will not be
affected. A similar situation holds for the last overlap region.
Upon arrival of a new call in the system, potential call completions in all cells
are recorded and the cell and clique populations are updated. Accordingly, the
main algorithm takes place, whereby calls are ultimately routed to the appro-
priate cells in such a way that the minimum bandwidth is consumed. Only the
recently arrived unassigned calls in the overlap regions must be considered for
assignment, while ongoing calls in overlap regions are in effect counted towards
clique populations, according to the base stations they are assigned to. The





where NB is the number of mobiles that experience blocking and Nm is the total
number of mobiles trying to enter the system and establish a connection.
4.11 Results and extensions
To backup the analysis of the previous sections, a real-time simulation environ-
ment was built, where the aforementioned allocation algorithms were compared
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as far as their performance is concerned. The simulation environment was coded
in C.
We assume that traffic is generated in a uniform manner in the network. The
traffic load in a region must be proportional to the region’s area. We define the





where R is the radius of the cell and D is the physical distance between two
neighboring cell centers. Owing to practical coverage definition, σ takes its
values in the interval (1, 2). We set the parameter σ to the value 1.4.
Traffic intensity will be provided in Erlangs. Assuming that the calls are
leaving the system independently from each other according to an exponential
distribution with mean 1/µ sec, i.e the average call duration is τ = 1/µ sec, the





where the rate λ is given in calls per minute.
The performance measure over which the CLB-DA, LLR and SA algorithms
were compared, was the call blocking probability, PB. In a cellular system, two
types of call blocking are generally identified:
• New call blocking probability, which takes place for a newly arrived call,
which cannot be accomodated owing to lack of resources.
• Forced call termination probability, which occurs in the case of an ongoing
call, which is forced to terminate due to resource shortage or other reason
(e.g low signal level)
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Usually, the termination of an ongoing call is more significant and therefore the
above two kinds of blocking are distinguished. To facilitate study, we treat those
identically and consider that a reported blocking event concerns either of the two
situations. In order to maintain a common base in our comparison, we selected
the call blocking condition to be the same for all policies. This blocking criterion
is also consistent with channel reuse constraints in the system.
The performance of CLB-DA, LLR and SA is depicted for a varying number of
resources (channels)in figures 4.5 - 4.9. Specifically, 10, 12, 15, 18 or 20 channels
are supposed to constitute the system capacity. In all cases we observed that SA
(Random Routing) performance provides an upper bound to the performances
of CLB-DA and LLR.
Regardless of system capacity, the blocking probability for the SA case grows
almost linearly in the semi-logarithmic scale where the graphs are plotted. There-
fore, it can be deduced that the blocking probablity PB grows with the traffic E
(in Erlangs) in the following fashion:
PB,SA ∼ 10
ρE (4.77)
where the parameter ρ can be easily calculated from the graphs as the corrspond-
ing slope.
CLB-DA algorithm demonstrates a lower blocking probability than the classi-
cal LLR policy in general. Although the cornerstone principle of both algorithms
is Load Balancing, consideration of Clique Load Balancing and implementation
of sequential assignments leads to a better performance than LLR. For relatively
light traffic load, the difference in blocking probability in the two policies is more
evident. As traffic increases, both policies converge to the same performance to
some extent. We observe however that as system capacity increases, the two
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policies tend to be more distinguishable.
The performance of the CLB-DA algorithm ,which is of more practical in-
terest here, is a function of system capacity. Generally, for higher capacity, call
blocking probability is reduced. CLB-DA can be visualized as very efficient in
the case of relatively low offered traffic. Given the system capacity, there exists
some finite number E∗, such that if the traffic load E satisfies E ≤ E∗, then
the corresponding blocking probability PB(E) is negligible. For example, for
NCH = 20 channels, we have that PB(E) < 10
−3 for E < 6 Erlangs (4 calls per
minute). To guarantee of course that the performance is satisfactory for large
enough values of traffic load E, extra capacity has to be sacrificed.
Call QoS standards are predetermined according to various specifications. A
valid QoS measure is for example that PB < 0.03. For 10 channels, we have to
keep traffic up to the level of 4 Erlangs (1.5 calls/min). Notice however that if we
double the capacity (20 channels) traffic can be increased up to 10 Erlangs (about
7 calls/min). The idea of keeping the traffic up to a specified level should not
be considered a utopia, since the above analyzed linear cellular system may be
a structural part of a greater integrated system, so that traffic can be effectively
split between parts of the system.
As traffic increases, CLB-DA performance approaches SA performance asymp-
totically. This asymptotic behavior becomes more evident for relatively small
capacity (up to 15 channels, in our experiment).
Those facts are quite consistent with real environments. Owing to the fact
that both CLB-DA and LLR provide a means of handling mobiles in the overlap
areas, which constitute a small portion of the entire population, their perfor-
mance is unavoidably restricted. When traffic intensity is moderate CLB-DA
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seems to outperform LLR. In the case where traffic load is greater than the
system can tolerate, no algorithm handling overlap area mobiles seems to really
contribute to any improvement.
4.11.1 Extensions
An approach to the joint problem of base station and channel allocation based
to the Load Balancing principle has been considered. The algorithm performs
sequential assignments and is shown to converge to a minimum cost solution.
In the above analysis we did not consider the possibility of call handover
between cells. While in the overlap area, the mobile can be served by either of
the two neighboring base stations. It may be convenient for the call to transition
from one base station to the other so that call admission to the base station
can be implemented without additional number of channels. This extension
should decrease the blocking probability further but will unavoidably introduce
additional signalling overhead, owing to handover requests. An obvious extension
to the above study would be the consideration of the base station handover and
its effect on performance.
Moreover, the combination of other utilized DCA techniques and their inte-
gration in the Load Balancing platform and their performance fall within our
research scope.
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Figure 4.5: Blocking probability vs. offered traffic load for Static
and Dynamic allocation and 10 available channels.
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Figure 4.6: Blocking probability vs. offered traffic load for Static
and Dynamic allocation and 12 available channels.



























Figure 4.7: Blocking probability vs. offered traffic load for Static
and Dynamic allocation and 15 available channels.
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Figure 4.8: Blocking probability vs. offered traffic load for Static
and Dynamic allocation and 18 available channels.

























Figure 4.9: Blocking probability vs. offered traffic load for Static
and Dynamic allocation and 20 available channels.
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Table 4.1: Demonstration of SCLB Algorithm
Iter Q before Q after C after
0 27 31 31 28 26 28 34 37 37 28 11 17 17 20 17 11
1,i=1 28 31 37 37 28 28 31 37 37 28 14 14 17 20 17 11
1,i=2 27 31 32 37 28 33 31 32 37 28 14 19 12 20 17 11
1,i=3 33 31 32 32 28 33 34 32 34 28 14 19 15 17 17 11
1,i=4 33 34 31 34 26 33 34 31 34 29 14 19 15 16 18 11
1,i=5 33 34 31 30 29 33 34 31 30 29 14 19 15 16 14 15
2,i=1 33 34 31 30 29 33 34 31 30 29 14 19 15 16 14 15
2,i=2 27 34 31 30 29 32 34 32 30 29 14 18 16 16 14 15
2,i=3 32 31 32 28 29 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
2,i=4 32 32 32 32 26 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
2,i=5 32 32 32 32 29 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
3,i=1 32 32 32 32 29 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
3,i=2 27 32 31 32 29 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
3,i=3 32 31 32 28 29 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
3,i=4 32 32 32 32 26 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
3,i=5 32 32 32 32 29 32 32 32 32 29 14 18 14 18 14 15
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Table 4.2: Demonstration of CLBIWF Algorithm
i cl. Q ` C Ĉ
1 - 33 40 40 38 29 6 9 9 10 3 10 13 12 14 11 10 4 6 5 3 5
2 2 33 39 40 38 29 6 8 9 9 3 10 13 12 15 11 10 4 6 4 3 5
3 3 33 39 39 38 29 5 8 8 9 3 10 14 12 15 11 10 4 5 4 3 5
4 2 33 38 39 38 29 5 7 8 9 3 11 14 12 15 11 10 3 5 4 3 5
5 3 33 38 38 38 29 4 7 7 9 3 11 15 12 15 11 10 3 4 4 3 5
6 2 33 37 38 38 29 4 6 7 8 3 11 15 12 16 11 10 3 4 3 3 5
7 3 33 37 37 38 29 3 6 6 8 3 11 16 12 16 11 10 3 3 3 3 5
8 4 33 37 37 37 29 3 6 6 7 3 11 16 12 16 11 11 3 3 3 3 4
9 2 33 36 37 37 29 3 5 6 7 3 12 16 12 16 11 11 2 3 3 3 4
10 3 33 36 36 37 29 2 5 5 7 3 12 17 12 16 11 11 2 2 3 3 4
11 4 33 36 36 36 29 2 5 5 6 3 12 17 12 16 11 12 2 2 3 3 3
12 2 33 35 36 36 29 2 4 5 5 3 12 17 12 17 11 12 2 2 2 3 3
13 3 33 35 35 36 29 2 4 4 5 2 12 17 12 17 12 12 2 2 2 2 3
14 4 33 35 35 35 29 2 4 4 4 2 12 17 12 17 12 13 2 2 2 2 2
15 2 33 34 35 35 29 2 3 4 4 2 13 17 12 17 12 13 1 2 2 2 2
16 3 33 34 34 35 29 1 3 3 4 2 13 18 12 17 12 13 1 1 2 2 2
17 4 33 34 34 34 29 1 2 3 3 2 13 18 13 17 12 13 1 1 1 2 2
18 2 33 33 34 34 29 1 1 3 3 2 14 18 13 17 12 13 0 1 1 2 2
19 3 33 33 33 34 29 1 1 2 3 1 14 18 13 17 13 13 0 1 1 1 2
20 4 33 33 33 33 29 1 1 2 2 1 14 18 13 17 13 14 0 1 1 1 1
21 1 32 33 33 33 29 0 1 1 2 1 14 18 14 17 13 14 0 0 1 1 1
22 2 32 32 33 33 29 0 0 1 1 1 14 18 14 18 13 14 0 0 0 1 1
23 3 32 32 32 33 29 0 0 0 1 0 14 18 14 18 14 14 0 0 0 0 1
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